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Frown at it, and it in turn will
look sourly upon you; laugh at
it and with it, and it is a jolly,
kind companion.
W.M. Thackeray

The world is a looki ng glass,
and gives back to every man the
reflection of his own face.
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Student Boycott Victorious
Food s 'ervices BoW To
Students' Demands

YSC~ Benefit A Success
by Jan Furda ·
Present director of SCA TE.
Charles Behm, is also the present
director of a recently incorporated
program known as the Youth Service Corps. Ltke most urban areas
in the United States, the Elizabeth
Port area is beset by economic and
social problems. It is.the aim of the
Youth Service Corps to program
the energies of disadvantaged
children, children referred to YSC
by social agencies, Bureau of
Children's Services. Family and
Children's Society and school
systems as children with emotional
problems which are left unmet and
unchanged because the efforts of
family and community are often inconsistent and divided.
•
Youth Service Corps sponsored
a day camp last summer operated
from the Kirk Community Center
in Elizabeth, and offered not only
recreational programs but also
drama, arts and crafts music and
especially, academics. YSC offered
a thoroughly integrated and well planned educational experience.
The program which had no
previous source of income (funds
derived from months of fund raising efforts or contributions from

business and community leaders,)
has finally received state support.
The benefit dance on Friday:
November 3rd, in Downs Hall. is
an example of Youth Service
Corp's
commitment
and
dedication to clothe, feed. educate
and befriend these children who
are potential victims of Elizabeth's
socio-economic problems. Music
was supplied by MORTALITY
who donated their services and attracted a capacity crowd. Unfortunately most of the students
were from local high schools and
College students attendance was
almost nil.
Mr. Behm suggested that a ny
students who are interested in starting an interest group which is of
value to the community or the
college should get a group together
and work at it. It might blossom
into something and perhaps receive
state support. As Youth Service
Corps began with little m6ney and
'few volunteers, they have grown
into a legal corp.oration with goals
that can only succeed. Char!i"e
Behm and members of the. Youth
Service Corps again give a very
special THANK YOU TO "MORTALITY" for donating their serVJces.

No. Ireland: Not a Black
and White Matter
-

Finbar O'Kane

by Bob Dopko
On November 9th, the Student
Sociology Society of Newark State
College invited a special guest to
speak at its meeting: Mr. Finbar
O' Kane, from Northern Ireland.

Mr. O'Kane has lectured extensively, at colleges and universities.
throughout the British Isles.
Canada, and the United States. His
intended aim is to set forth the
prevailing issues which are plaguing Northern Ireland. He said the
current Irish situation is a
"situation of chaos" .
Mr. O'Kane is ·an executive
member of the Northern Ireland
Civil Rights Association. He said
th"at his primary concern lies in the
establishment of "basic civil rights
and human rights" in Northern
Ireland. As Chairman of the Londonderry G:ivil Rights Association .
Mr. O'Kane has led several major
demonstrations. within the past
two years in Northern Ireland.
protesting British occupation. As a
result of his activities. Mr. O'Kane
faces a jail sent~nce in Northern

(Continued on paKe 3)

bv Katlileen Gurdon
• The Blue Grass Food Service on
campus has not kept up to par with
the quality a nd quanity of food
served. A boycotf took place to _
protest hi gh prices and low quality
food, an d was sponsored by
St udent
Organization's Community CoalitioA. Posters were distributed throughout the campus
listing the grievances.
Community Coalition pr0Yi.J1ed
coffee, tea, donuts. and sandwiches
free of charge with the option to
give a donation. The demontration
was a success since the snack bar
received very few patrons on
November
ninth and tenth .
Students were assured on the first
day of the boycott that Food Service was willing to meet and discuss
changes because of their obvious
loss of profit.
On Friday, November tenth.
there was a meeting in Downs Hall
in which Student Org. presented
their demands. The meeting was
attended by Dean Parks. Mr.
'CaJlahan, the student negotiator.
Steve Piccolo, Business manager.
Steve Band, Rich Hauser. and Bill

Sottos, of Commu nit y Coaliti on.
Investigation of the Bluegrass
Food company showed that it ~as
selected out of a possible eight oids.
The company has a contract with
the state. which allows it to
withdraw at any time with thirty
days notice. The food service which
services the Down Hall Cafeteria
and the Student Center snack bar.
considers them as one unit.
Therefore ·money lost in Downs
was being compensated by the high
prices in the snack bar.
Mr. Callahan. negotiator for the
students, pointed out that the
snack bar does not make a profit
and they can drop us if we make
what they consider unreasonable
demands. Student Org. disagreed
and insisted their demands be met.
Students said that - it was
negligence on the part of the company for not honoring their contract. Their outrageous prices are
"ripping off students." Student
Org. declared that they do not want
to take the matter to court. hut if
such action is necessary. they will
not hesitate to pursue it. The
boycott progressed peacefully and

barred no one from purchasing
food.
The meeting which lasted an entire afternoon, resulted in
favorable
assent
to student
demands. So far quality and quantity has improved in the dorms.
Student Org. circulated lists of
their demands and feel that they
have accomplished the goals set
(Continued on paKe 18)

-Write-In For
Inmates
bv Lena Welner
Write - in. a program associated
with Rap - In. is now being formed
under Community Coalition. The
project is concerned with
remembering prisoners during the
Christmas holidays. It is "a way of
allowing students to show the inmates someone cares." Christmas
time is especially rough for the inmates because they are ignored.
A table is in front of Community
Coalition to receive donations of
postage stamps. Christmas cards.
and home baked cookies . Comm unity Coalition would like
people to correspond with the inmates. Students interested in
corresponding with an inmate should write their name. address.
and the type of person with whom
they would like to ..correspond on
the sheet at the table. Volunteers
are needed to sit by the table and
accept the donations.
The project of donating books to
the Rahway Prison libraty is stil l in
effect. To date 150 books have been
(Continued on paKe 3)

G. E.
Poetry Reading Hour

Requirements Reduced
See pgs. 2 and 4.

Thomason and Rodriquez
Featured in Poe~ry Hour
by Ellen P. Fox
,
Dr. Edwin Thomason and Israel
Rodriguez attracted a
large
audience to Downs Hall Lounge
for a bi-lingual Poetry Hour last
Thursday, sponsored by the
Foreign Languages and English
Departments.
Dr. Thomason has had over
eighty-five of his poems and
numerous translations of verse
published in journals including
Candor MaKazine, The Quatrain.
New Athenaeum. Poesy Book.
Scimitar and Soni(, Buddhist
World Philosophy, The Oref(on
Review, Midland Poetry Review,
and The Georf(ia Review. In addftton, he has read his poetry on
WNYC radio.
Locally. several of his compositions have been performed on
campus in musical settings by
Professors Lowell Zimmer and
Michael - Montgomery.
Dr.

Thomason has also presented
- programs for the NSC English
Club and College Center Board.
and appeared in the Little Theater
in collaboration with the renowned
Turkish poet. Salahattin Errurk.
The Poetry Hour was begun by
Dr. Thomason. who offered a few
definitions of poetry. one a quote
from Dylan Thomas. and phrased
the reason for the gathering as to
open "two poetical Faucets". His
reading was first of short. witty
poems such as "Classical Restraint", "The Judge". and" Bedside
Manners". Also in this vein was
"Preface", a critical view of critics.
Changing the mood. he read
"Ecology", a poem written in
Haiku style.
Mr. Israel Rodriguez was next to
speak, commenting that his presentation would
be "in three
languages: Spanish, English. a nd
broken English." Evaluation and

cnt1ctsm of his works have
appeared wipely in many journals.
acknowledging Mr. Rodriguez's
place as a contemporary Spanishlanguage poet.
In order to convey the spirit of
his poetry in his native language.
Mr. Rodriguez had two copied on
a blackboard. first in Spanish . then
in English. The mixed gathering of
students and faculty was encouraged to read the poems
rhythmically along with him . One
poem compared a woman to a
drink; the other likened her to a
traffic light.
Mr. John Bauer assisted Mr.
Rodriguez by reading the English
translation of his th~ee-part poem
honoring Emily Dickinson.
Refreshments were served
following the presentations. and it
was hoped that the ne xt in the
serjes would draw as large an
audience.
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General Ed.
Requirements Reduced
On Thursday, November 9, the
Faculty Senate approved by vote a
revised
General
Education
Program presented by President
Nathan Weiss. The Progra m,
which is explained below, can only

go into effect with the okay of the
Board of Trustees. Their approval
is expected to be received with few
repercussions,. This Program will
reduce the General Education Requirements by half. from the
present 64, to 36 credits.

'
PROPOSED GENERAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM
Minimum Semester
Hours Requj red*
English Composition (English 1000)
NOTE: May be waived by examination:
students earning a grade below "C"
must take an additional
English composition course.
Clusters
I. Humanities
(NOTE: Students select at least
three of five areas.)

3

12

English (Literature, Speech. Drama)
Fine Arts
'
Philosophy
Music
Foreign Languages (2000 level or above)

II.Sciences and Mathematics

10

(NOTE: Students select at least
two of five areas.)
Biological Sciences
Chemistry and Physics
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Mathematics and Computer Science
Psychology

Ill.Social Sciences and Histor v

9

(NOTE: Students select at ·least
two of four a reas.)
Sociology
Political Science
Economics and Geography
History
IV. Health Disciplines
(NOTE: Students select from either area.)

2

Health Education
Physical Education
Total Minimum General Education:

36

*Semester hours required for each cluster are designated as minimum requirements. When students exceed the minimum, the balance will be considered "elective credit".
Revised: November 9, 1972

Community
Coalition
by linda Podoleski
and Eloise Ha.fjar
The students of Newark State
College banded together in common causes to win two major victories, despite the combined efforts
of the Deans of Students and the
Administration.
I. The Third World Coalition
was promised the Old Parking Office by College Center Board. The
Dean of Students, James Benson
Parks Ill, claiming to have power
over all space in the College
Center, denied the Third World
students their rightful meeting
place.
The Deans went so far as to have
a plan to cut into the Goods Store
and T. V. Lounge to create a new
office. This action would have
caused extreme tension between
black and white students.
Community · Coalition joined
with the Third World Coalition to
help take over the Old Parking Office on Thursday, November 9th.
and once again, any student effort
to move furniture, obtain a key. or
legitimize the office was blocked by
the Dean of Students.
Marion Kortjohn, we sincerely
thank you.
2. Administrators are paid for
running all phases of this college.
The only time they respond to the
needs of the college community is
by student action outside the
system.
N.S.C. students joined together
for a two-day boycott of the Snack
Bar by offering an alternate food
source: student-prepared food.
Tables were set up in front of the
Snack Bar, offering coffee, tea,
soup,
sandwiches,
brownies,
donuts, and soda for free.
Do'nations, however, were cheerfJlly accepted.
The two-day boycott cost the
food service, Blue Grass Co., an estimated $1 ,000. At now time did
the Deans of Students offer any assistance. Because of this class action, all prices have been lowered ,
beginning
November
13-all
student demands were met. Thank
you, Mr. Calahan.
These two victories have proved
to the Administration that all their
efforts to factionalize this campus
have been in vai n!

NSSO
Saved
by Susan M. Vlce_j, President
Newark
Stat e
S c ien ce
Organization

1NTilE

TPA

ATTENTION SENIORS:

Recruiters from Electronic Data
Systems (New York City) will be
visiting our campus on Wednesday, December 6th, to interview
potential February graduates
regardless of major. There is a
training program for new employees. If you are interested,
please sign up for an interviewjn
Townsend-116, Academic and
Career Planning and Placement.

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to

cover posta1e and handlillf.

WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenalrlnc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We need a local salesman"

For a while there, it looked as
though the Newark State Science
Organization (N.S.S.O .) might
fold. Having lost many members to
graduation in '72, ancf being used
tq having a meeting 'room which
was suddenly taken away for
faculty offices, N.S .S.O. seemed
doomed to bad luck and hard
times. But-eureka! Thanks to the
biology department faculty.
N.S.S.O. is saved. On Tuesday,
October 10, 1972, a biology
departmental faculty meeting was
held, and it was vo~ to give the
Science Organization a room in the
Kean building, which heads the
department's greenhouse near
Bruce Hall. All the offices of
N.S.S.O. and its members wish to
thank the faculty who voted in
favor of us and who supported us.
We also wish to thank Mr. Stryuk,
the Ombudsman, for the time and
effort he put forth to get us a room.
Finally, we'd like to invite all
those people interested in science
(faculty and students) to drop by
the new N.S.S.O. meeting room in
the "Head House", have a cup of
coffee or tea, and chat. We'd like to
get to know you!

Student Teaching
Meetings
The Annual Student Teaching
Application Meeting for present
J~IORS, both full-time and
palt-time, who are ELEM ENTAR Y
EDUCATION majors
intending to st ud ent-teach in · the
1973-74 academic year. will be held
on Tuesday. December 5. 1972. at
I:40 p.m. in the gym. Coordinators
of the elementary full-semester
centers will be present to answer
questions after these students have
been given applications for stude nt
teaching assignments . Certification students are also invited
to this meeting.
JUNIORS in all other education
majors, full-time and part-time.
who plan to student-teach in the
fall of '73 or spring of '74 will meet

in the Theatre for the Performing
Arts at 1:40 p.m. on Thursday.
December 14. 1972. Di stribution
of applicatio.ns for student teaching assignments will be followed by
an orientation session. Students
with a degree. who are wo rkin g
toward certification (in any area
except eleme ntary education). are
also invited to this meeting. if they
plan student-teaching for next
year.
Present SO PHOMOR ES who
intend to major in elementary
education, early childhood. fine
arts, or who intend to take the
secondary collateral program. will
meet at 2:30 p.m. in the Theatre for
the Performing Arts on December
14, 1972 to receive applications for
the l 973-74junior field experience.

Students Live
On Welfare Diet
was to recommend that her
by Sharon McHale
On July I, 1971. Governor children should go to sleep if they
Cahill issued an executive order were hungry. Mabel Roy, another
calling for a "flat grant" to be paid member of the group, also found
to welfare recipients as opposed to herself in a position where she
individual grants based upon each wanted to sleep more than usual. It
recipient's actual rent cost plus was a great tragedy in the Allen
food and other allowances. The household if food was burned. and
"flat grant" allotted each member the dog became a focal point of
of a family one dollar per day for anger among the children because
food. The cla ss, "Soc ial he was seen as depriving the family
Psychological Issues a nd the of food .
Steve Zamek's impressions best
American Teacher", conducted by
Ms. Elaine Allen, discussed the described the position of a student
feasibility of the welfare plan . As a on welfare. Steve and Mabel were
result, four students, along with faced with a problem peculiar to
Ms. Allen, volunteered for a themselves, since they were both
week- October 8-15- to adopt the single and had less money to work
welfare "diet" for themselves and with than those members of the
their families. The group consisted group with families . For example,
of Steven Zamek, Chris Holderlin , Steve and Mabel had one dollar
Mabel Roy, Lynn Klein, and Ms. per day to work with, in contrast to
Lynn Klein, who, with three people
Allen.
Ms. Allen is co-chairman of in her family, had three dollars to
Friends of Welfare Rights and has work with. Steve recalled sitting in
personally worked on welfare class and dreaming about food ,
reforms. She described her ex- instead of listening to the profesperience on the welfare diet as de- sor's lecture. He was aware that he
humanizing. She and Lynn Klein, became tense and irritable, and he
as mothers, both expressed the found himself jealous of others
anxiety that they felt in being when they discussed food. The
constantly on the alert to provide group agreed that, durin g;.t he diet,
for their families. The group agreed their perceptions changed. Even
that there was a lack of va riety in television commercials were seen
their diets, which consisted mainly as an affront, e.g. certain brands of
of starch. A typical menu in the day soda cost one dollar per pack .
The biggest strain on the
of a welfare recipient is the
members of the experiment was
following:
Breakfast: Cereal ( not sugar- psychological. As Lynn Klein said,
"There was the feeling of uncoated) with powdered milk.
Lunch: Peanut butter and jelly fulfillment and of never having a
choice." As a result of the exsandwich.
periment, the group agreed that it
Supper: Macaroni.
Ms. Allen observed that her was possible for a person to live on
children became. irritable and a dollar a day, though the meals are
fought · over food. Her children not very nutritious. The group
began· to look forward to the reflected the opinion that it was difschool turich, which was n_ot in- ficult to remain on the welfare diet
cluded in , the diet, since most for just one week, let alone for the
welfare recipients have a free lunch rest of their lives. From the exprogram. Ms. Allen concluded periment, each member had a
from her children's enthusiasm for better idea of the deprivation that a
the school lunches that breakfast person on welfare must go
programs should also be widely through. The students felt that,
instituted in the schools, especially after the experiment, they further
since 70% of the welfare recipients understood the welfare experience
are children. Her only recourse in and the situation of welfare
the position of a welfare mother children in the classroom.

Frosh Results
66*
Tina Mroczek
54 Ralph Splendorio 80• Jill Tormev
40 Jimm v Tr~ssito
69*
Bob Bottone
90* Pat Stukes
16* Dave· Abrams
32
Nick Psomas
80* Tom LoCoco
26 Anthony De Gennaro 38
Kurt Schrieb
31 Joe Sulzberg
36 AIGarf(iulo
81*
Mike Haber
40 Fred Mayer
82*
Art Slott
77• Dave Donaldson 30 John Sisto
40 Antonio Gaf(liano
48
Frank Lombardo 75* Unda Doman
58 Tom A lose
11•
Debbie Mooney 61* Jackie Vof(el
• These are the newly-elected council members of the freshman class.

The Election Committee would like to congratulate the winners and
wish them luck. We hope they will fulfill the duties of a council member to
th~ best of their abilities, and prove themselves to be assets to Student
Organization.

past enforcement experience under
the Equal Pay Act ma:,- give newlv
covered emptoyces and their employers an indication of what to
look for in making preliminar:,- .1ob
comparisons.
reve_al a wage gap of about 35 to 45
Investigations
and
court
percent.
decisions under the Act have
1':QlJAL PA y PROVISIONS
affected a wide variety or industries
Although the protection or the
and
occupations
including
Equal Pay Act has been extended
telephone company employees.
to many more employees. its basic assembly line workers and inspecprovi~ions remain the same. The
tors in factories. sales personnel
content, application and purpose
and other employees in retail
of the law are simply stated in one
stores. nurses·· aides and orderlies
sentence known as the equal pay
in nursing homes and hospitals. ofstandard. Basically. the Equal Pay
fice workers, bank tellers. food serAct provides that where men and
vice employees. custodians and
women are doing equal work on janitors.
and
ticket
agents.
jobs requiring equal skill, effort
Different as most ofthesejobs may
and responsibility, and which are
be from executive. administrative.
performed under similar working
or professional work. the general
conditions in the same esprinciples established in th em
tablishment, they must receive
provide effective guidelines for
equal pay.
determining the equality of jobs in
Other provisions of the statute
most situations.
prohibit lowering the wage rate of
In providing job equ?lity for
any employee to comply with the
women. the most solid gains have
Act and . prohibit a labor
come from the Equal Pay Act. The
organization from causing or
effectiveness of the law is unattempti ng to cause an employer doubtedly due to the strong ensubject to the Act to violate the
forcement provisions of the Fair
statute. However, wage diffe renLabor Standards Act of - 1938.
tials based on a bona fide seniority
which it amended, and the
system, merit syit1_,m, piece-wo rk
vigoro us enforce me nt effo rt s of th e
system o r a ny ot her factor ot her
Wage a nd Ho ur Divisio n. Furtha n sex are perm itted .
· thermore, the Equal Pay Act dea ls
Some em ployers have a rgued
exclusively wit h sex- based pa y distha t their trai nin g progra ms sho uld
crim inatio n. Other factors are not
allow a wage differential und er the
invol ved.
Equal Pay Act. Often, o nly men
An indicatio n of the Act's
are found to be in the trainin g
success in elimina ting sex-based
program at higher wages th a n
wage discrimina ti o n is the a mo unt
women doing equal work. Beca use
of " back wage" compensat io n due
it might ha v e p a rticul a r
as a result of past discrimination,
significance with rega rd to ex- . which the Department of Labor
ecutives, professionals and other
has collected since the effective
newly covered employee·s , it might date of the Act. From June 1964
be helpful to point out the specific through the Fiscal Year 1972, more
\(:fiteria that must be met by a train- than $47 million has been fo und
ing program to qualify as an excep- due to almost 113,000 employees,
tion. The courts have determined
nearly all of them women. Inthat to j ustify a wage differential, dividual em ployers have had to
training programs must be open to
repay to their employees amounts
both sexes; have a more or less fixra nging into six figures. However,
ed beginning point; have specified
back wage findings, important as
courses of activity or regimens (in- they may be, are not the primary
cluding both study and practical
objective of equal pay enwork and on-the-job training);
forcement. The greatest impact will
have a reaonable progression from
be felt in the future economic ga in
simple duties to complex; and have
that the Act has brought to women
ascertainable termination points.
workers by raising their take-home
ADMIN ISTR ATION
pay and eliminating sex-based
AND ENFORCEMENT
(Continued on pal(e 5)
The Wage and Hour Division's

Equal Pay Berzt;{its .for
White Collar Workers
In the latter part of 1971. a
young woman prolessor at a small
private college ihquired at the
Wage and Hour Division of the
U.S. Department of Labor's Einp I oyment
Standards
Administration about a possible
violation of the Federal Equal Pay
Act of 1963. It seemed she had
recently discovered that the college
hired men professors in her
department at an annual salary of
$13.000. The woman, who had
been with the school for one year.
was making $8,500.
The case presented by this employe~ was undeniallly more clearcut than most si tuations which th e
Division investigates under the
statute.
However. one thing
prevented the Wage and Hour
Division from taking any action on
the woman's behalf. At that t ime,
college professors and other
professional e m ployees were not
protected by t he Equa l Pay Act.
Today t hey are.
Since t he Equ al Pay Act was
passed in
I 963. the La bo r
Depart ment has had to tell a
number of wome n executi ves a nd
professio nals th at the Act co uld
not help them. Among the
prov1s1ons which the statute
_ inherited from the la w it amended ,
the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938, was an exemption for bona
fide executive, admi nistrative, a nd
professional employees, and outside sales employees. This had the
effect of excl uding these workers
from eq ual pay protection .
Women in professional fie lds
and in other white-collar positions
are particularly sensitive to sex discrimination in employment. Many
of them belo ng to o rga nizations actively engaged in the promot ion of
legal eq uality for wo men.
Altho ugh t his extension of the
Eq ual Pay Act had been included
in a number of other Congressional
bills, it was passed as a provision of
the Education Amendments of
1972, effective July I, 1972.
An estimated 15 million employees are newl y protected by the
Equal Pay Act. Some 4 to 5 million
of them are women.
The law is expected to have a
major it'np!!_ct in those industries
and occupations where there is a
large number of women workers.
These include, for example, employees of retail stores, insurance
claims examiners, commercial artists, interior decorators and
designers, personnel workers, job
analysts, public relations workers,
and real estate agents and brokers.
It is also anticipated that the extension of equal pay protection will
assist in narrowing the earnings
gap between men and women
workers. The Department of
Labor's Women's Bureau has for
some years oeriodicallv oublished
an earnings gap report comparing
the median annual earnings of
year-round full-time men a nd
women workers. These figures
show that for the last 15 years,
women's median salaries have
averaged only about 60 percent of
men's. In 1970, a fully-employed
woman college graduate could expect to earn a median income -of
$8, 156- or about $400 a year less
than a male high school drop-out.
Comparisons between the sala ries
of men a nd women professio na l,
technical, a nd ma nagerial workers

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston, Mass. 02216
617-536-9700
Research material for Termpapers,
Reports, Theses , etc. LOWEST
PRICES. QUICK SERVICE. For informati on, please write or call .
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O~Kane
on Ireland
-

Write-In

,!o~!.,}r,~~-~t~s

taken to the prison and 300 ad(Cominued from paKe I)
Ireland. and he is seeking political ditional books are ready for
delivery. Any contributions of text
asylum in the Uni!ed States.
books, law- books. and enMuch or the dilemma occurring:
m orthern Ireland today can be cyclopedias will be greatly appreciated as additions to the libtraced back to the histoncal
rary.
development of the countrv itself.
Donations, preferably in check
Since 1920. Nort hem Ireland has
been ~separated" from the rest of form, will be of help. All checks
Ireland. which resulted from set- should be made out to Pathroads.
tlements by English Protestants. "A volunteer organization of
However. this colonization of or- people from all walks of life who
them I.reland began hundreds oi• are concerned with prison re"rorm."
For more information contact
years prior to I920. In the 17th century, the English began seizing Harry Myer. 48 West Somerset
Irish land for British loyalists who Street. Rarit a n, New Jersey 08869.
Ha rry Myer is a member of
were mostly Protestants. In time.
Pathroads and is working through
Ireland demanded freedom from
English claim, but th e Protestants them until the program is more
in Northern Ireland opposed fully developed.
"Remember even though they
independence. Freedom for all of
Ireland would make them a are in prison they are human.
minority group, in comparison to Please help rehabilitate and reform
the large number of Rd man the prison system."
Catholics in southern Ireland . This situation to the Vietnam War and
separation has been the source of the Mid die East Conflict. He said,
co nstant - friction between Nor- "Things are not a matter of black
thern Ireland and Irela nd . M r. a nd white in North ern Ireland."
O' Ka ne traced these sig nifica nt
eve nts whi ch co ntributed to th e
Happy Birthday,
Irish situati o n.
Tom H. !
In a dd ition,
Mr.
O' Ka ne
prese nted the interrela ted political.
Have a " gobble"
economical, soci a l, a nd cultu ra l
of a day.
aspects of the re bellion. He comG. & R.
pared the complexity of the Irish

SEX

now that we have your attention we'll tell
you about our new style center featuring
young cutters and emphasing

uni Sex
and long styles

Come in and Bring a Friend
Special rates with this ad or I.D.
We listen to you because we want
to see you again

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

,

SAVE THIS AD:

~

Now on Sale at Your College Bookstores

UCT NOTES KEYED TO YOUR TEXTBOOK:
Poponoe, Soci ology
McCon nell, Econ omics
McCull o ugh, Biology
Krausko pf, Science
Eblin, Chemistry
Keenan, Chemistry
Government Notes
Anthropology Notes
Blum, U.S. History

Burns, Western Civ.
Center, Worl d History
Pal mer, Worl d History
American History Notes
Hilgard, Psychology
Ruch, Psychology
)
Munn, Psychology
Munn, Basi c Psychology
Philosophy Notes

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
T hese remarkable review books are personally
• by Melvin Baker, creator and publisher
guaranteed
of UCT Notes. They can help ra ise your grades up to
15 points on any exam. If after using these incredible
review books you do not agree that all these claims
are true, mail them back to the publisher, with an explanation, for a full refund. (This offer is valid ONLY
if book is returned directly to the publisher, NOT
your bookstore) .

~<->-~

ACCEPT NO
SUBSTITUTE .

~

.

~,
~¥~

H"'F

[
l

~iJT'\ --

STyl1sTs

1300 Stuyvesant Ave
Un ion , New Jersey
686-3854
unde r new management
Ask Yourself:

-

1) Are you afraid to go to a barber shop because you
might get your hair chopped up?
2) Are you tired of asking for one thing and getting
another?
3) Are you tired of paying high prices for a cut that's
not together?
4) And are you tired of your friend experimenting on
your hair?

THEN T RY US!
Appointments accepted but not necessary esp.
Mon. and Tues.

-
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Blood Appeal

Staff -Editorial
by Susan Cousins
Few changes have been so promising to the students at
N.S.C. as the reduction of General Education Requirements.
_
On Thursday, November 9,. the Faculty Senate voted
ap_proval of Dr. Weiss' proposal to reduce the Requirements from 64 to 36 credits.
_
Such a change introduces a variety of degree opportunities. The option of a double major now exists. An
alternate to that is a major and a minor, with the possibility of utilizing a career-based minor. The greater flexibility of this program challenges the student to seek his
interests and to achieve his goals, without the burden of
excessive core courses.
A wise and progressive step has been taken toward improving individualized educati9nal quality on this cam-'
pus.

November. 1972
Dear Student:
About three years ago, a Newark
State girl was in need of blood.-due
to a serious operation. She found,
however, that blood was both hard
to get and expensive ($50 and up
per pint). Because of this need, the
Newark State All-College Blood
Bank was organized. Every year. a
blood drive is held and. if enough
students give, the entire college
community and their families will
be covered. This means that blood
w i 11 be av a i Ia b Ie a l,m o st
immediately to anyone in need at a
small service charge only.
_ Since its initial drive, the Blood
Bank has been used by numerous
Newark State students and / or
their families; the most recent occasion was a serious accidi:_nt last
year. This year, we must again
replenish the Blood Bank, and we
have set a goal of 500 donors for
our first drive on November 22.
Scheduling will be in the Student ·
Center from November 11 to
November 21. Remember, only a
pint of blood is taken, which your
body replenishes in a matter of
hours. So, fellow students. here is
your chance not only to help
Newark State, but also to help
yourself. You may need it some
day- think about it. If you have
any questions, feel free to contact
us at any time.
Nancy Carella
Richard Yannich

Hot Wheels

Cars are constantly vandali1.ed in
Vaughn-Ames .
Nails
are
hammered into tires: batteries are
stolen. Dorm students are really
fed up with this. We would really
like to see security get off its ass and
do something.
Neil GallaKher
Men's Resident Assoc.

•

.divided
we fail

Community Coalition would
like to take this time to state a fact :
In simple terms. we, the
STUDENTS of N.S.C.. are beginning NOT to be screwed .
It seems unreal to read , however,
for the first time in N.S.C. history,
the different students' groups on
campus are STARTING to work
together to solve the real problems
we face and not the PHONY ones
we create in order to selfperpetuate . . .•
Our adversary is no~ other
student groups, but the people here
who try to run our lives. We must
band together, students, and get a
decent education. Let's not let
faculty and administrators tell us
what courses to take, but let's dictate to them, instead, the kind of
education students want and need.
We should no longer be penalized
with the Ps on our academic
averages. If we let it be known that
students will no longer tolerate D's
'and F's, the facult y senate will have
to change the old system to a new
and progressive one. Let our
VOICES
be
he a rd.
students - Together, today.

To the Security Force:
In reference to your note on page
Lou Stavrakalakis
one of last week's Independent,
"Don't leave your car unlocked
and then blame the security force
when it's stolen.", I would like to
In the past few weeks we have
bring an example to your atten- '
seen an escalation in the campaign
tion. A student visiting at the dorm
to arm the campus police. At first
had his car parked in Vaughnglance this escalation may be difAmes. He had his car locked and
-ficult to detect. It has taken the
his burglar alarm turned on. The
form of using recent robberies on
car was stolen and recovered the
campus to whip up a kind of antinext day in Newark- minus the
community hysteria by playing on
tape-player, mag wheels, new tires,
existing elitism and racism among
and, in addition to that. the
students. It is interesting (and also
transmission was damaged.
(Continued on paKe 5)
This is not an isolated incident.

Ban Arms!
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Equal P ay
for Workers
(Continued.from page 3)
wage classifications.
COURT DECISIONS
Man y favorable court deci sion s
have provided solid precedents for
interpretations of the Act. Over
400 equal pay cases have been filed
by the Labor Department since the
law took effect.
Many of the Department suits
under the Equal Pay Act have
gained considerable attenti~n.
Perhaps the most significant involved the Wheaton Glass Company of Millville, New_ Jersey. It
was this case that made 1t clear that
jobs need only be "substantially
equal" to be compared under theAct.
Speaking for ·the Third Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals, Chief
Judge Abraham L. Freedman
noted that the Equal Pay Act was
intended "as a broad charter o f
women's rights in th e eco nomic
fi eld ," which "sought to ove rcome
the age-old belief in women's
infe ri ority .. ." This rulin g resul ted
m restitutio n of more tha n

$900.000 in back wages to women
employees.
Although
court action
is
sometimes necessa ry. the Wage
and Hour Division has been able to
obtain voluntary compliance in 95
percent of its investigation s. The
majority of court decisions under
the Equal Pay Act have been
favorable
to
the
Labor
Department.
The Courts have rejected man y
of the job differenc~ offered as justification for unequal pay systems
for men and women employees.
The principle has been well _established that differences m Job
content must be significant in
terms of economic value, time and
degree of additional skill_, effo_rt
and responsibility required m
order to warrant a wage differential.
The nearest office of the Wage
and Hour Division can provide assistance in obtaining compliance
with the Act. Co mmunicati ons
fr om employers, uni ons a nd empl oyees are held in st rict co nfiden ce.

What the Hell Is
This Community
Coalition?
4th part of a series
by Loed Starass
Right from the beginning we
knew Community Coalition would
be nothing but trouble. With
people like Tony Romano and Bob
Tra vaglione together in one office
all Hell could brake loose. We tried
to • talk to some qf the council
people to throw them out but Bob
Di. · supported
community
coalition and the council didn't
want to stick their neck s out. Community Coalition was, unfortunately here to stay.
There were so many groups on
campus should have gotten that office who would have been doing
·things for the students instead qf
for themselves, as was community
coalition.
About Feb. 20, 1972 Community Coalition had it's.first and
only meeting. All the other groups
on campus have meetings at least
once every two weeks. maybe that
is why they get things done and
community coalition doesn't.
At that meeting Ton y R omano
was there acting as chairman, with
him as chairman it is a great
wonder that there wasn't m ore
trouble on campus, af ter all we
know that he is a Communist
Pinko R ed. ..
There also were Bob Trav. and
Eloise Heijar who used to be in the
old community coalition. 1 guess
they didn't learn the .first time but
were there again.fiill of.false hope. .
Community Coalition had new
m emb e rs; f r es hman , and
sophmores. 1 ~heck ed to see if they
were students. To this day 1 do not
understand how people as dumb as
they ever got into N.S. C., people
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like Bill Geob Bill Sottos, Jeff
Walepole, · Mark Hurwitz, Jean
Price Barbary Weiss, Jay Dowd.
Ton/ Fisher, Jill Farrel and Maria
Parisi, a traitor from the Delta
Sigma Pi sorority. What she saw in
C.C. we'll never know.
Also there were Harry Meyer,
fresh out of our armed services. It
seems his whole life was centered
around the BATTLESHIP NEW
JERSEY.
Curt Kreder, a freshman who
manned the loudspeakers telling us
how f- -ked up we all were. I
wish it would have broke in his
face.
Alice Ann Hoeft, a council
member who seemed that ever time
there was a strike she would walk
around with ink on her fingers and
face; d on't you know how to use
soap and water?
Lou Stavrakis was not at the
meeting, he was away in
Washington, if anyone was ever
thinking of blowing up our capitol
I wish they would have done it
while he was there.
Their meeting was over; they
talked about how they go t rid of
the 30 buck gym suit requi rement.
Wh y they to ok ti me out to ~elp us
seems a mystery. T he o nl y a nswer
is thc1 t they wa nted to soften us up
so we would acce pt them. T hank
God we saw through that.

Black

Dialect:
Encourage
or Erase?
by Donald S. Rosser
Debate has been raging for
several years over what schools
should do about the di stinctive
dialect spoken by man y Black
children. Traditionalists feel the
school should try to erase the
dialect. Sociology-oriented innovators believe the school should
accept it and build on it.
One of the latest to express an
opinion is T. J . Sellers, former
editor of the Harlem-based
AMSTERDAM NEWS and now a
special assistant to a commu~if,y
superintendent in New York City s
school system.
"Perpetuating black dialect is
not the answer," Sellers says.
"Learning to speak and read the
mother tongue might be."
Linguistic schol ars - a nd blacks
themsel ves - are divided on t_he
question. One si de believes the
dialect is equal in qua lity to sta nda rd English a nd is a perfectl y
suit a bl e medium fo r co mmunicati on. Some even propose
that textb ooks be written in bl ack
E ngli s h for urban sc ~oo ls .
especiall y readers for pnmarygrade children.
T he other side ma inta ins that
black dialect is sub-standa rd in
quality and should be corrected,_as
the schools have traditiona ll y tned
to do.
Sellers sides with the traditiona l
view. Teaching "distorted English"
in the formative years, he wa rns,
may "make little black boys a~d
girls happy in their hang-ups with
the classroom" but "could retard
the progress of generations of poor
black school children."
Accepting the black dialect uncritically, he says, "is an academic
trap which should be challenged by
the parents of the children involved
and discouraged by dedicated classroom ·teachers everywhere."
"The advocates of 'do you own
black thing' may really want to
help disadvantaged boys and girls
develop a positive self-image and
race pride," Sellers concedes. "But
this thrust for black dialect actually
seems another way of saying that
black children cannot be educated
to become literate Americans."
Disbelieving any such condition.
Sellers urges that every school
child be taught at least "a simple
working vocabulary" in standard
English.
.
"The black kids who are m
school now will have to compete
for jobs with people who have been
educated in the accepted culture
that prevails in th is country," he
warns. " It is a cruel hoax fo r
teachers or poets or edito rs o r
'leaders' to make children feel that
a roma ntic excursion in distorted
grammer will hel p them wit h this
overw helming tas k."

ERRORITETM

THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue
Rutherford , N.J. 07070
(201) 939-0189

REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL
Q uality Service. Low Rates
Call, write o r come in.
Mon-Fri: 9-4 Sat:10-3

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE
The FIim Committee
of CCB
presents

Sunday, Dec. 3rd
Carnal Knowledge
Sunday, Dec. 10th
The Original Bride of Frankenstein
plus Corruption
Sunday, Dec. 17th
.
Our First Annual Christmas Party
featuring SCROOGE and other surprises
All performances start at 7:45 p.m. in
the TPA
Admission -25¢ upon presentation of
valid NSC ID card

(Continued.from page 4)
disgusting) that the administration
has not reacted to these robberies
by implementing some viable
solution. The campus police are
still as ·non-present as ever. There is
no new lighting. What they have
done is made arguments and excuses about how the campus police
couldn't act because they didn't
have guns . .. What was needed was
six sawed off shotguns so someone
could be shot as an exam pie, and so
on. What comes through in their
arguments and some of t_he r~cent
articles (about the robberies) m the
"lndependent"is that we students
living in our pure, academic,
isolated, elite campus world need
protection from the "sordid , c~rrupt, criminal filled" community
that surrounds us. Carried to its
"logical" conclusion this hysterica l
line of th inking (which is bas ica lly
the same line pu shed in t he campaign that gave guns to the Rutge rs
police) concludes that the campus
·police must save us fro m th~se
forces of evil in the surro undin g
community a nd that the only way
they can do it is to dea l with "those
people" the same wa y the off- ca ~pus poli ce do - with guns! T hi s
line of thought plays o n and activates a lot of the racist fears held
by many white students. Because of
all the "old fashioned" racism
taught to us when we were ktds and
the
new
pseudo- scientific.
sociological and psychological
sh- ts that we are taught here at
N.S.C. that tells us that poor. black
and latin people are "probably"
biologically or genetically prone
toward being criminal (Sig Heil!)
such students will immediately see
black and latin communities in
Elizabeth, Newark and Union as
the dangerous and threatening
forces.
My answer to this argument will
be brief. I think Dr. Weiss is as
potentially criminal as any kid
growing up in Elizabeth and
Newark. If Mr. Milks (head of
security) is really concerned about
crime on 'and off campus he (and
Weiss) should start some of the
programs already suggested by
students at the last Trustees
meeting, and also move to force
off-campus police to stop big dope
dealers from leaching off the surroundi ng communities. (The offcampus police have to be forced to
do this because they and high officials are in many cases on the ta ke
from big drug dealers.)
Because of the direction being
taken by the campus police und er
Mr. Milks (ie, a rresting Tony
Romano, harassing students leaving the last Board meet) we have
more to fea r fro m armed cam pus
cops tha n from the mass of peo ple
off ca mpus.
All st udents should attend the
public meeting of th e Boa_rd of
T rustees on November 20th at 4:30
in Downs Hall. At that meeting we
will get a commitment out of the
Trustees on
banning letha l
weapons no matter what degree of
activity or length of time it takes.

Knrvch

Still Cares
Re: Mr. Hauser
Dear Mr. Hauser,
Upon reading your reply to my
"nebulous" article, I was somewhat
unhappy. Besides missing the point
of my article, you mispelled my
na me K-N-Y-C-H. I forgive you,
besides, who knows K-N-Y-C-H or

K-Y-N-C-H ; who gives a damn right?
Anyway, since I'm sure your
viewpoint doesn't stand alone, I
decided yo u deserved a
clarification.
I) Council quorum consists of
26 members. I said 15-20 people
right? Well, if we' re talking about
the representation of several
thousa nd people, d oes 5 or 6
people one way or the other make a
difference? Especially since my article was aimed at the students - not
council.
2) Absolutely no referenc~ to
council's
meeting
behavioral
patterns was made in my article,
but if the shoe fits, wear it.
3) Q~ote from your ar~icle
"unless he / she chairs a recognized
committee and a council majority
votes in favor" my article did not
specity qualifications that a council
member must have to hold money,
it simpl y stated that " he/ she" be a
council member - right? Furthermore, can yo u flatl y deny the
possibility of such a thing as a pa rticularl y influencia l spea ke~. of
block voting in any poht1ca l
organization?
4&5) In my a rticle I spoke of a
local tavern not a $ 1,000
stipend. Furthermore I never indicated any other member had
such a stipend.
6) My article never requeste~ a
funds breakdown . But since you m-·
vited me I would like to see Mr.
Piccollo ~bout my student activity
refund which I haven't received
since I withdrew last spring
semester.
7) I believe that council was
never in more noble hands. I never
accused council of underhandedness. My article was critical of
student apathy, not council. Any
Democratic organization that loses
the interest and concern of it's
populus, loses a vital safeguard
against corruption. That 11 letter
word in the last sentence of my article indicated that fact. Get the
chip off your shoulder big brother
and look at constructive criticism
with an open mind .
Sincerely
Thomas Knych

Wake up
Mike
To the Editor:
RE: Michael Hyduke
In response to your letter of last
week, let me sta rt by saying that I
am also a member of the same
honor society th at you a re,
Lambda Alpha Sigma. (I am a
member for 2 year.s and ha ve a
G PA. probably higher ~han mo~t
ever y member including you .)
Second, J am a seni or class
representative to Student Org.
you state that "we, like the Gays.
seem to pay enough dues and get
paid back with j nsults." . Your
reason is that there 1s no
"designation of honors on the
infernal diplomas. • ."
your analogy that the honor
society suffers the same things as
Gay people shows your utter
stupidity. You think ~hat because
we're in the honor society, that we
have the right to take a " holier than
thou" attitude towards the other
students. That is alot of bullsh-t
on your part.
Your labeling Student Org as
Org (y) shows your archaic intolerance of people who h~ve
chosen alternate lifestyles which
are probab.ly superior to your own .
. (Continued on page 16 )
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by Mark Hurwitz

YAMAH A 750
In t he ever-i n creasi ng para de of
superbikes, Ya ma ha, the old tu ning fo rks, has subm itted a no th e r
newcomer, the Yamaha 750. T he
Nov. '72 iss ue of Cycle Guide
magazine prem ie red it in the ir
Super Bike Showdown co mparison a rticle.
It's a 743cc t wo-cycl ind er 4stroke, a rarit y in the d ay of mult is
gl ore in J 's a nd 4's. Actua lly,
they've taken thei r 650cc b ike, the
XS-I a nd XS- 4, and fini shed th e
job they started . You see, t he XS- I
and XS-2 had problems, like " poo r
handling, b ad stq p ping power, vibration, and assorted carburetion
problems", etc.
But the 750 has solved these
design problems with excellent execution. They' ve mounted a new
disc brake which, during repeated
65-m ph panic sto ps, sh owed t hat,
"The only ot her bike we ever found
as sta ble as t he new 750 Yamaha
was t he Ho nda Four." The Cycle
Guide staff was totally a mazed at
that; it wasn' t at all ex pected .
They fo und t he front fork
springs were a little light and that
t he same held for the rear suspension. "Up to a bout 75 m ph , the
suspensio n is more t han a deq uate.
but a bove tha t speed we got t he o ld
twitchy feelin g routine ." With a
passenger, things got better, mo re
weight on th e rea r wheel.
Other than that. Cycle Guide
couldn't find a nymore major fl a ws
with the bike.
The bike is not a drag-strip
burner: ¼ mi!e-97. 19 mph for an
ET of 13. 77, but that's no t bad a t
the local traffic light .
Vibration-wise, Cycle Guide
says it's as smooth as the Norton

Co mm a nd o. th e trad itional pacesetter in t he two-cylinde r 750cc
class.
"The torque pea k co mes a t 6000
rpm , a nd t he engi ne is ra ted at 50 .6
foo t po und s." Yam a ha says it's
rat ed at 63 hp at 6500 rpm , whi ch is
probabl y a littl e hi gh in rea lity.
T he bike packs a 3. 7-ga ll o n ta nk
a nd got 3 1.6 mph during Cycle
Guid e's test, which is pro ba bl y low,
si nce it was run ha rd .
As fo r the o ld car bu reti on
pro blems, t he re were none; t hey
fi nally got thei r M ikunis' d o wn
pat. Throttl e response was smooth.
as was the shifting. except that it
was hard to find neutral at a
standstill, a typical Japanese-bike
problem.
Interestingly,
Cy cle
Guide
reports: " Incorporated into the
new d esign are a few trick features
tha t sh ow Ya maha's engi neeri ng
depa rtm ent has n ot bee n id le in the
past co up le of years. Located o n
t he rear braking plate the re is a
sma ll switc h t hat is activated when
th e brake li ning wears down so far.
After sufficient wear has occu rred ,
the switch is then closed , and a warning lig h t appears on the
inst ru ment panel direct ly in front
of t he rider. Until the brake lining
is replaced , the light stays on,
·there by a lways remindin g the
operat or that the rear bra kes a re in
need of a tt ention. T his yea r.
Yamaha has crea ted a rathe r unique rese rve lighting sys tem. If
either the low- or high-bea m c ircuit
is broken during operatio n, the
reserve unit autom a tica ll y cut s in
the a lternate circuit, and the other
beam comes on. Also located on
the instrument panel is a light
marked 'Tail Lamp'. Wheneverthe

New Wardrobe .for
Practice Teaching?
by Jill Sloni'm ·
Co--eds at Newark State College
fall into one of three fa shion
categories. First , there is the everso--popular casual look, made up of
dungarees, a print blouse with a
vest, and sandals. These are the
girls who look down upon anyone
wearing a skirt, sa ying, " I don 't
even own a skirt!" or " I think better
in pants!"
Second, there are the "fashionplates", a definite minority group
at the college. You must have come
across one or two around campus.
This girl wears a suede skirt and
vest, coordinating blouse a nd
pant y hose, with a ta m and tight
patent boots. She doesn't o wn a ny
slacks at all, or those s he does have
are the new pa lazzo pa nts.
T he third category comprises a
mix_ture of the firs t t wo fas hi on
types. T h is is the "silent majori ty"
gi rl, who blend s in with the ca mpus
crowd. S he is a ble to be co mfo rta ble a nd thin k in· both sports
cl ot hes a nd a b ove- th e- kn ee
fas hion s. It is n't for th is co-ed tha t
this article is written.
How many times have yo u hea rd
a girl sa y: " Next month I go o ut to
pra ctice-teach, and I have to bu y a
whole new' wardrobe!"? Unlike the
silent maj ority girl, the casual
dresser finds that she is faced with
this situation. No supervisor is going to be pleased with a studentteacher who looks like the students
she is teaching. A practice teacher.
lik-e any certified teacher, should
gain the res pect of her class by
loo ki ng nice. neat, and clean. Most

front han d brake·or rea~ foot brak e
is · activated:. the ' rlgl\ r- · bul ~
.. auto m ~ti'ailly '·co m'es o n\ showin g
th e system is In 'go od workin i
order. Should the li ght bulb in th e
ta il light itself ma lfuncti o n o r burn
out, the tail la mp i'ndica to r o n th e
instrument panel will in fo rm th e
rider by flashing on and off. These
a re two rather u niq ue in novatio ns
from a safet y sta ndpoin t th a t we
fee l are worth y of ment ion and are
not merely ginger bread ite ms to
pump up the cost of the .p roduct."
As fa r as t he no ise level is
co ncerned . "The Ya ma ha 750 is
second o nly to Ho nd a fo r being th e
qu ietest super bike tested ."
T here was no o il lea kage. bu t a
8. 5% er ror in t he speed o meter
readin gs. T he key a nd a ll switc hes
are mo unt ed pro perly. easy to get
to a nd o perate.
T he e ngi n e is p ut togeth er wit h
Allen head screws. T his is great for
mainte na nce work. only a torque
wrench, not a n impact ddver.
The bike wei ghs 490 lbs .. wet.
Estimated price will be $1,785.
In the overall comparison. Cycle
Guide rated it in the foll o win g
categories (out of a possible sco re
of 100): High Speed Roadability.
89; Torque: 93; Brak ing: 94;
S uspen sion : 78; Me chan ical
Operation: 88; Comfort: 89;

Overall
S uitability
(Tourinl{,
Around Town, et c.): 86. (NOTE:
best sui ta bility was Arou nd Town :
90.)

In closing, anyone interested in
Superbikes ought to check out thi s
Nov. issue of Cycle Guide, with its
Super Bike Showdo wn. It compares the Yamaha 750, Triumph
Tride nt, H-D S portste r, Ho nda
750, Kawasa ki M ac h IV, No rto n
Com mando, a nd S uzu ki GT-750 .
(From what I co uld tell a ft e r examining a ll the sto ri es, facts.
fig ures, scores, and charts , th e
Triumph T rident e nded up on the
to p, the H o nda 750 nex t. and th e
Kawasaki Mach IV near the bottom . T he others fi ght o ver the middle; my own order is Yamaha. Norton, Suzuki, H-D- but that's onl y
my judgment.)

Ticket Line
Blues
by Patricia Esposito
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b v Kath v Enerlich
T his ~eek I ·made so'me interviews a ro und campu s. asking a few
members of t he ma le popu la t ion
their fee lings o n th,e Women's
M ovem ent. Questio ns includ ed :
( I) Wha t d o yo u th in-k a bo ut it?. (2)
D o you th ink yo u und e rsta nd wha t
th e movement is a ll a bo ut'/. (3)
H ow d oes it affect yo u'/, (4 ) Wh a t
d o yo u think of wo me n in _job s
previo usly held o nl y by men (i .e.
c o n st r ucti o n wo rk e rs .
U .S .
Presi de nt )? Na mes or ini tia ls were
asked of the men .
( I ) I'm in agreement with most o f
it, but there a re a co uple of point s
I'm not clear upon. so I can' t rea lly
judge. A s of yet. it hasn' t affec ted
me much. but I think that if it were
to. it would be good fo r the most
pa rt. A wom a n's ho lding a _jo b like
the ones mentioned is grea t. if she
does her job well . I think I'd be for
a wo man president. bu t I'm not
sure yet. - Bob Man ley.

(2) I can't reall y sa y I'm for it. No
man likes to be in the sa me
category a s a woman (whatever
category that is) . There is a certai n
amo unt of superiority in a man's
make-up, not o n ly in the ph ys ica l
a spect, which is appa rent. M os t
men think of themsel ves a s t he
decision-making body.
I don' t feel a ny t h reat. It has
affected m e in m y th oughts. As fo r
women's ta kin g men's j o bs- terrific, if they ca n d o it. H oweve r.
women loo k to guys to d o th e
heavy work. If a wo ma n ta kes a
man's j ob, a g uy might rea ll y need
that job. It's a heavy responsibility
for a guy.
Ms. is bull- ! It's stu pid
categorizing your own self. Most
people don't want tha t. It sho ws
that a woman doesn't want to be
married, and it shows hostility
towards

J .L.
(3) From what I know o f the

mov ement. it seems to be a good
idea . I think wom e n a re finall y
becoming individuals. and the y are
a b)e to ex pl ore t heir pot entials. I
t hin k I u nd ersta nd it. t oo . It's t rying to give wo men more freedo m .
such as the movement fo r
libera li zed a bortion laws. It has
mad e me th in k a li ttle more. but it
has n't d irectl y affected me.
I have mi xed feelings co ncerni ng
women' s gettin g " me n's jo bs".
Altho ugh ca pa bl e wome n sho ul d
be give n a cha nce for _jo bs. a ma n is
· th e b read-wi nner in the famil y. and
th erefore n eed s the hi g he r
pay.-C. T.
(4) The Women's M ove ment is a
passing fanta sy of a fe f women
who feel fal sel y oppressed . I think
most wome n like bein g feminine
and enjoy being trea ted like la dies.
Women ha ve alwa ys de pend ed o n
men and th ey a lwa ys will. T his is
not to SilY that women ca nnot a nd
have . n ot accompli shed great
th ings. But women a re no t men.
and the y sho uld not expect to
compete wit h them.
The movement doesn' t a ffect me
because I won' t let' it. I think those
men who say th ey agree with
women's lib are reall y lying. I'm for
liberating those people who are
truly being suppressed . like the
blacks a nd the poor. These are the
people who are in need of our
help. -B. C.
(5) I agree with a lm ost eve ryt hing t he Feminist M oveme nt ta lks
a bo ut. M y wife is really into it . and
it has affected m y life a t home. like
with the household jo bs a nd ta kin g
care of the children . If I d o n' t
und erst a nd somethin g a b ou t the
m ovem ent. I just have to a s k my
wife, and she will clea r it up.
Women should be all o wed to a pply for any job, and s he d ese rves
equal pay when she does the same
amount of work a s a man. T he
Women's Movement is a good

thing. -M. S.

Standards Committee
Investigation

After standing in line for over
school principals require their one hour last Thursd ay to buy
teachers to wear skirts, dresses, o r tickets for the New Riders of the
pant-suits. The "dress-like-you' re- Purple Sa ge concert, I have two
their-pal" attitude is not the image questions. First, what is th e
by Paula Kubinak
most parents desire to have a s their College Center
Board, a nd.
The Aca demics Sta ndard s Comchild' s teacher.
second, what is their problem'/ Of
The "fashion plate" al so may run course, I expected to sta nd in line mittee is currentl y investigating the
into wardrobe problems when she to buy the tickets, but I was n't qu ite distribution of gra des, a nd is
unhappy with the findin gs. S ince
goes out to teach, especially in
prepared for the scene th a t
the Spring semester of I 972, the re
elementary schools. A stiff, model developed.
has been tremendou~ wei ght o n the
look is not the easiest to ha ve when
According to the definition of
teaching elementary school the word "line", one would expect distribution of A and B grades. The
children. It would be very difficult that its primary characteristic is committee feel s tha t the acad emi c
to have art period , with paper that, with the passing of time. it quality of students at NSC is a t
such a level that the overwhe lmmache, ot game-time, with kickball
gradually gets longer, or shorter, as
skills, in that gorgeous suede-a nd- the ca se may be. Not so . In thi s ingly large di stribution of high
grades is unwarranted . T here fo re.
patent outfi t.
,,
,
instance, the line got- wider about the committee has sent a mem o to
However, some school ~ have, no ,. three times fast~r thJ n it g6't lo nge r
.-:e"d.cfi f1tCiDt · member, asking ftlem
restrictions on what their teachers
o r shorter, a s the case may be. to even out their grade disshould wea r. A senior Engli sh maWell, everyone ex pects a few
tribution.
j or told her st o ry a bo ut practice
boorish people to butt in line, but
teaching a nd ward ro be: It see ms
to walk right up to the ticket win- listeners tha t she stood in line for
tha t she worked a ll summe r to bu y
d o w, bypassi n g a n a ngry m o b of tw o hours, was t he seco nd perso n
pretty o utfi ts j ust fo r her pracin line, and received tick ets for th e
people- wow, t hat rea lly takes a
ticum. When she m et he r middlemezza nin e. Well, wha t ha ppened
lot of ne rve!
aged coopera ting teacher, she
to the better orc hestra seats?, we a ll
T his action co uld only be to pped
decided her m o ney for new clo thes
by two other ugly incid ents tha t oc- chimed in. Th e yo ung la d y claimed
was j ust t hrown out. C la d in
curred. First, som eone passi ng t ha t a ll of the better seats went to
dungarees a nd snea kers. the
himself off a s a member of CCB , CCB members who sold tickets to
tea che r told her tha t t here was no
ea ch other fo r a n entire ho u r before
made a quick survey of the line and
dress code for facult y mem be rs.
t he o ffi ce officially o pened fo r
decided that if we didn't form a
Yo u j ust ca n't win!
business. D o I detect the smell of
more orderly line, they would stop
,
selling tickets. At this point, those
elitism a t NSC?
T he guerilla tactics in line we re
of us who had been waiting patienHave You
m at ch e d
onl y
by
th e
tly for quite some time were pushed
Seen "1776"
underh:;m dedness of th e C CB.
up against the wall by the
Surely ticket sales could have been
newcomers, in an effort to make a
Yet?
handled in a much more organized
more orderly addition to the
fashion. The guy behind me
legitimate line.
Women's Consci ousness
suggested that we hire the Hell's
The second incident involved a
Raising
Angels to police the line. Not a bad
young lady who got burne·d at the
Every Thursday, 1:40
idea.
We could call it Altamont
ticket
window.
She
complained
to
Willis 211
a large crowd of sym p~thetic
East.

Reginald Glatt, a member o f the
Academics Standards Committee,
feels that, essentiall y. the problem
lies with the teachers, wh o a re buckling under the press ure from the
committee, and are thus ma king it
hard for the students. Professors ·
feel pus hed into giving o ut grades
which reflect a more patterned distribution of each grad e.
Mr. Gl att is interested in m a kin g
the stude nts awa re of t his pro blem .
He can be Jocated t hrough S tud e nt
Organi zatio n, or M ai lbox #844.
~
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Roving
-Rudy
.

by Mik e Golas

T he existe nce of t he very essential vita m in D (su nshi ne vitami n )
was o nly esta blished d uri ng the
prese nt ce ntu ry, bu t its importa nce
in histo ry goes back a m ill io n yea rs
or m o re. T he huma n bod y need s to
ta ke in a certain a mo un t of vita m in
D , but n ot too much. T he ingesti o n
of th is vitamin by t he hum a n
species has develo ped into three
principa l racial group s, dis.tinguished by skin color. and
loosel y called black. yellow. and
white.
Vitamin D is an unusual
vitamin, because it occurs in virtually no natural foods . It is
(Contin ued on paKe 8)
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"spirit". A crackling voice woke me
from my daydreaming. I turned to
see a tiny old lady in a black veiled
hat rapping her umbrella on the
floor. Clearing her throat. she tried
to attract my attention. I held my
place. inquiring what I could do for
her. "When did THIS happen?" I
craned my neck. but could not see
what caused her to double the
by Barry Cohen
number of wrinkles crossing her
forehead . Approaching. I watched
"Rack & File: Memoirs of the impersonal. yet the same her carefully. slightly in awe of the
background has given me some still-tapping umbrella. She pointed
Greeting Card Bussiness"
Glancing over my shoulder at veO' tangible memories. We switch to a birthday card with a picture of
three years spent laboriously amas- now to suburban Westfield . zero- a young Black boy on it. Still
sing my dollars in "spare" hours. I ing in on none other than the greet- puzzled. I asked her what she
have yet enough fight to muse. ing card racks of its one and only meant. She repeated the question.
Greeting cards what kind of a department store.
more sternly. "Ohhh." I smiled.
Several elderly women stalk the "about nine months ago." Gatherpasttirne is that? Many have said
that. more have indicated it on area, waving umbrellas at the ing herself l!P and turning away.
their faces. Still six teen years old. I young man who tries desperately to she mumbled. "We give Them
embarked on my junior year in read the inscription to one, direct everything. Soon there won't be
anything left to cater to ..." I
high school. In search of a new job, another to a public telephone, and
I harped on my local Youth Em- wrestle away the desecrated yawned heavily. ripping the plastic
ployment Service. Soon enough I envelopes from two screaming off another pack of cards. The
found myself doing what I now children. To no avail, as poor BC · clock turned eight; I called it any
could do in my sleep; and probably backs into the last umbrella. im- evening.
paling himself on the poised
In a backward way. I even found
could not sleep without doing.
myself the butt of our cultural
"Just what do I do"?, many ask . weapon. Another day in the life.
"Yes, sir." I feignedasrnileatthe dominance. I've often called the
Good question ... On the obvious
level, I tak.e ordersfrorn the boss. store manager. "Offr' Off. The town "Waspfield". but it probably
and for the store. Servicing an ac- President of their corporation isn't any different anywhere else.
count for a major manufacturer in nearly had a heart attack over the Sure enough. minding my own
a fairly posh department store length of my sideburns. (I don't ac- petty business, I witnessed an inboosts the ego temporarily. tually work for him, only in his es- nocent religious slander. A little
Sounds'highfalutin', but one would •tablishrnent.} I somehow couldn' t boy clutched at his mother's coat.
be amazed at what cards can weigh seem to see the customers I dealt suddenly spotting a large Easter
enrnasse. The great shock comes with streaming away in hordes at card bearing a portrait of Jesus.
when one sees the mechanization the sight of my "repulsive" Suddenly bursting out above the
that has mo ved in. Every piece of appearance, or capture any image buzzing, lackadaisical customers.
merchandise has a computer card comparable to the wrinkling of he exclaimed, "Mommy, mommy,
to go with it, describing it in price, noses seen on deodorant and is that God?" "Shhhhh!" The tyke
occassion, etc. Every object has a mouth wash commercia ls. Some zealously repeated the question,
definite, assigned place. Believe it people always had their way. Not I. . finally satisfied at receiving an afor not, records of all sales get fed
One snowy evening I stood firrnative answer. My Jewish pride
into a computer. Thus, the buying drowsily pulling the merchandi se bore the woundchosen to suffer.
profile determines the corning out of its plastic'wrapping, filing it - Strange as it may seem, a muchyear's publishing profile. You away, and matching lost cards to joked about, non-essential inguessed it babyyour rotten taste ac- forgotten envelopes. The sickly dustry has its academic merits. The
counts for the replication of coun- sounds that emitted from the exercise in mental judgement
tless
aesthetically
unpleasing store's speaker surrounded me. proved provocative. The stained
material. lt all sounds terribly Somehow. I didn't feel any holiday carpeting almost feels like
horne ... rny vantage point to the
caravan of humanity.

("("Another ··View

Fr. Philip Merdinger...
Last week I spoke of three
student groups on campus which
project an atmosphere of hope of
what is possible. Perhaps the most
basic instrument of hope among
students is the Student
Goyen:m'tent. It's my obsetvation
that a good deal of very generous
sweat goes into activities that come
from these offices off the TV
lounge. I think there is a genuine
concern about many many areas of
interest on campus. 1t's my experience that any reasonable
proposition can get a hearing from
Council, that any interested and
prepared group of persons can
make the~elves and their cause
known before Council, and that,
with infrequent exceptions, Coun- cil acts with conscience and
intelligent interest. There are
problems, of course: absentee
council members, misinformed or
disinterested members, petty fac-

,,
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by Mark( Barry)Felker
Chinua Achebe's novel, Things
Fall Apart is a vivid portrait of Ibo
life at the end of tbe nineteenth
century. W~itten with epigrammatic force and literary skill.
Achebe records the story in the
form of a social document with
great natural dignity and piety for
this "primative" African society. In
short, a society uninhibited by the
white man and his mechanized
civilization.
The setting of the story takes
place in nine remote African
villages. The life style in the
villages, still follows the formal
stately rhythm of ancient times.
Ok.o nkwo is the central hero of
the story and in all respects is an
"upright-man." In brief, a doerknown by his friends and enemies
for his generous hospitality and incredible feats of bravery.
In Okonkwo's society the most
vital aspects of culture are family
life, social organization, and moral
sanctions. The family in most
respects is large arid lives in the
same village under one roof.
Okonkwo and his family lived in
Mbaino. Equally important is the
fact that the male is the
authoritarian figure head of the
household and is entitled to a
plurality of · wives (polygamy)
providing he has the means to support them. Okonkwo being a male ·
of considerable financial wealth
(wealthy farmer and two barns full
of yams) and status. had the comfort of three faithful and obedient
wives.
Polygamy as a social institution
has its rewards and its problems.

•

tions and vendettas.- But, on the
whole, I think that, given the enorrnous range of responsibilities and
pressures on already-active Councit members , the Student
Government functions in an excellentand admirable way. It could
serve as a model for many other
less responsive and less responsible
groups of people in high elected office. Especially in the face of a great
mass of students who either can not
or will not involve themselves in
campus life, the wide range of active concerns responsibly dealt
with in Student Org. is all the more
remarkable. The hours freely ·
given, the spirit of openness on the
part of the rnern-bers, the persistent
search for the best way of dealing
with problems and serving the
needs of many of us make the
Student Government of Newark
State a vigorous and positive sign
of hope. It deserves better than it
gets from many of us!
I

I'
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by Tom Ha~viczak
On October 4, 1972. Mark
Hurwitz and myself road tested a
positively unreal Honda Coupe,
courtesy, of Briggs Chevrolet,
South Amboy, N .J. After taking
possession of the rniniscule contraption from Dick Swanson, a
very-together
salesman,
autornot.ive scholar and
cognoscenti, we proceded to fill the
gas tank with one-doll~rs wprth of
the cheapest regular obtainable,
which later propeled the vehicle
about one hundred and seventyfive miles through some of the
worst conditions able to be found
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in our endless travels through the
Winding Roads. The car. which I
might add, came without shoulder
harnesses, had been brutally assaulted by vandals t!quipped with a
baseball bat days before while on a
friendly sojourn to N.C.E., but was
in the finest mechanical condition .
Mark fired up the little two-banger
and we were on our way towards
the Mecca for car freaks, the
ominous Watchungs; while under
way, the cute variation on a Honda
350 motorcycle engine behaved
surprisingly well - seventy miles
per hour was no hassle whatsoever,
it wanted to do more. •

•
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by Bob Abline
For all intents and purposes the choice for re-election. No doubt
results of the presidential election the start of all this took place in
simply confirmed what any July at the Democratic Convention
reasonable person realized months where the Democrats exhibited the
ago; George McGovern extracted fact that they had not learned their
himself from the mainstream of lessons from 1968.
Much of the talk concerning the
Democratic Party support. The
fact that on the state and local level Convention centered around the
Democratic candidates faired so-called ' reforms of the party;
much better than the national reforms which specified a certain
ticket only serves to prove that per-cent of Blacks to attend. Mexthese people did not make the same ican Americans, Spanish speaking
grave error. Throughout the nation Americans and American Indians.
candidates for the Senate and This quota system ignored such
House went to great pains to disas- bastions of party support as IrishItalian-Americans,
sociate themselves from the Americans,
Polish-Americans and so on to inMcGovern ticket.
Next month the Democratic finity. The fact that Nixon won a
Party must meet to pick up the large majority of Irish and Italian
pieces ar;id decide what course of communities while doubling his
action to take fonhefuture. If they vote in Jewish communities is in no
have learned their lesson , small part a' testament to the
McGovern and his supporters will treatment accorded these groups in
be relegated to a very minor role in Miami. As consistent and earnest
the charting of that future. Ms. supporters of the Democratic
Gene Westwood, National Democ- Party for decades they rightly exratic Chairperson.
must be pected to have a greater say in
replaced by someone possessing policy, and they saw in the
more political savvy. One of McGovern tide a direct threat to
McGovern's minor strategic errors their influence in the party. Indeed
was to remove Larry O' Brian from the Convention was to be a festival
that position in deference to the for college students, their profeswishes of his youthful-zealous but sors and minority .groups and the
naive supporters; and thereby election returns obviously mirror
eliminate one of the most astute this point.
After the Convention
political minds available to him.
McGovern and his supporters
It will not take a book from
Theodore White to discover what acted as if the only people who
elements went into the making of voted in America lived on college
·the president in 1972. As noted campuses or in ghettos and middle
previously in this column, America with the so-called ProtesMcGovern succeeded in making tant work ethic was left in the cold .
one of the most disliked and dis- McGovern refused to wage anythtrusted figures in modern ing but a moral crusade which midAmcri~n politics . the runaway• dle class and working class

I

For example, Okonkwo's wives for
the most part, had to work together'.~
as one economic unit. The reason.~ -for this is based on the philosophy
that united a family will function to
the best of its abilities; divided the
family will cease to function
properly. Okonkwo's wives were
good co-wives basically because
they shared farm work and cared
for one anothers children . They
also alternated cooking days; each
having a separate kitchen of their
own. Yet with all these attributes
polygamy had one significant
problem: friction between halfbrothers over differences in
inheritance, in rank, and in status.
However, on the whole,
Okonkwo's wives _a nd other
females of the Ibo tribe generally
accepted and indeed often
demanded polygamy as a way of
life. Nevertheless, if the United
States was ever to adapt polygamy
as a social institution it proba~ly
would not work out because the
majority of citizens follow the
Judaic-Christian tenets religiously.
However, polygamy shouldn't be
undervalued because it can and has
solved some social problems such
as adultry and divorce.
Ibo laws, although considered
"barbaric," in some respects are
more just than some United States
laws, because they are equal for all
the people. For example, the
United States laws that are_written
in the Constitution have vague
meanings and countless interpretations. Moreover, when a
crime is committed by a person he
(Continued on paf(e 8)
America neither understood nor
appreciate . What they did
understand and appreciate is the
perception that a President ·
McGovern would put the social
and economic interests of the vast
majority of Americans injeapordy.
When all is said and done it ma y
well be that the most important issue in this campaign was race.
Race, nor in the sense of some
vague "Southern Strategy," for the
Nixon
landslide
obviously
transcends geographical sections.
Nor race in the sense that Nixon
was the chief beneficiary of the
Wallace vote either, for many of
those who voted for Wallace in
1968 and Nixon in 1972 would certainly have voted for a Kennedy in
both of those contests. But rather
the race issue was a factor insofar
as the economic and social stability
of the nation appeared in grave
danger.
Whether it was so or not, it was
nevertheless perceived by many
that the election of McGovern
would somehow result in a
dramatic upheavel in socioeconomic relations, and that
somehow this would follow the
pattern of the Democratic Convention where middle and working
class America got the short end of
the stick. That this was not clearly
displayed in any poll is simply an
indication that the American
people are most unwilling to discuss their feelings on race openly.
This feeling is probably more accurately described as fear rather
than hate and certainly does not
fall into the typical category of
WASP reaction either, since most
of those affected were neither
Anglo-Saxon nor Protestant. They
were sirnpl¥, hard working people
who saved a little to put down on a
house and are now working very
hard to pay it off so that theuchildren will live in a nice clean
(Continued .on page 8)
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cri minate between good and evil.
( Parallel views can be found in
Jung's collective unconscious . and
in Carlos Castaneda's new book,
by Harvey Jackson
is important that the ethical dis- Journey to Ixtlan.)
Because people have different
This week, we are going to ex- cussions have progressed beyo nd
world views, their ethical quality of
amine the consciousness of the evaluations of particular incidents.
counter culture in the philosophy Unfortunately, the ethical dis- action differs. Those who have
by Bob Ablin~
of Theodore Roszak in two books cussions are now based on similar world views accept each
and seek protection of what they
that he has written, The Making of evaluations of the rational vs. the other's ethical conduct. Those with (Continued from paf?e 7)
A Counter Culture and Where the non-rational. Roszak contends dissimilar · views regard other incrime free neighborhood . Some have and hope to keep.
that this dichotomy does not dividuals as superstitious and
In the core and fiber of America
Wasteland Ends.
may call this a neat coverup for
It is Roszak's contention, as well present a moral choice to be made. probably having an unethical
racism. but to do so only serves to there is this intrinsic desire to keep
the good things one has and
as other commentators o_n- the Neither type of behavior QUALITY OF ACTION .
cloud the picture.
It is Roszak's thesis that man y
counter culture, that there is a great guarantees anything about the
McGovern was identified as a
types of world-views are on the
emphasis on the subjective and "ethical quality of action ."
If the Democratic Party con- threat to those good thi ngs. There
Actually, the elements of th/
level of vision rather than on the tinues to allow the signals to be is now emerging in this nation a
nonrational aspects of life. Because
of this, the counter culture has been . dichotomy can be used to express level of the intellect. He generally
called by the student elite and the very perceptable conservative
subjected to ethical value many different things. Therefore, implies throughout the book , intellectual · community who dis- credo-in equality is inevitable,
judgments to the effect that it is evil an ethical choice at this level is however, that in fact thore is just dain the green lawns and thirty change should take place slowly.
basically meaningless.
one primordial world view.
and fascist oriented.
. grand homes of middle America preserve what is good. The DemocFor example, Philip Toynbee
One can enter a discussion of
Because the counter culture emthan they deserve what happened ratic Party had better take
has pointed out that a foundation moral action when one goes phasizes
the
non-intellectual
on Nov. 7. If they continue to ignor cognizance of this credo and come
of fascist ideology was the nihilistic beyond a person's surface conduct. aspects of life, it has a greater
the fears of those who identify bus- ,home to middle and working class
yearning for the non-rational type Instead, one must look fo r "the potential of finding the true
ing with inferior schools, welfare America. to the Irish-American
of life which was a product of hidden source from which their ac- primordial world-view than other
with a slimer paycheck. and low in- and the Italian-American. they had
Romanticism.
tion ·flows." In other wo rds, what individuals. This is why Roszak
come housing with crime and better come home while there is
Roszak believes that this type of Roszak is saying is that what a per- places such a great value on the
lowered · property va lues, than still a home to come back to. If the
criticism is to a large extent unfair son does, his action, depends upon counter culture. But . more imagain they deserve to be exiled to a Republicans could rebuild after
since many of the doctrines of the his vision of life, his world-view.
portant, is the social and potitical
political Elba. These problems far Goldwater in I964 certainly the
counter culture are clirectly conFor Roszak, the technocracy or implication that Roszak is making.
more than Vietnam. Watergate or Democrats can rebuild after
trary to fascist ideology. Ad- the rational, objective life st yle , If the ethical quality of action is
the cost of an airplane are what McGovern. the two party nature of
mittedly, there are those "around does have an ethical quality of ac- dependent upon a _primordial
inspire the vast majority of an adversary political system exthe fringe of the counter culture" tien. However, this action is based world-view, then the implication is
American people to come to life pects and requires it.
that are only superficially com- upon an extremely narrow vision that the political and social strucmitted (which can even be seen here of life. The people who have this tures depend upon consciousness,
around NSC now and then).
vision of life learn what is good or not the reverse. Therefore. the
Unfortunately, the majority of evil on the basis of social in- counter culture had potential for
people see only the fringes of the doctrination,
sanctions,
and changing the political and social
by Mike Golas
,
counter culture. Therefore, these rewards. Consequently, this per- structure.
(Continued.from
paf?e
6)
skin females died in childbirth
people are the ones who strongly son's life style is based on fear and
synthesized into the skin under the because of pelvic deformities.
Roszak is quick to point out that
advocate rationality, for they subordination and he is probably a
influence of ultraviolet rays. The T hose fortunate enough to have
believe that the subjective and non- dutiful member of the corporate many who claim to _be in the
structure. This would apply to a counter culture have made the sub- ' body needs vitamin D if it is to lighter ski n. of both sexes. surratio nal are inherently evil.
process calcium from food to make vived.
T hese interpretations bring majority of people. T his type of jective, non rational as pects of life
T he only ,relatively dark-skinned
bone. Vitamin D also differs in
about a dichotomy: reason vs. pas- ethical action is not based upon a merel y part of their surface conanother important respect: too people in high latitude s are the Ession, intellect vs. feeling, objective discovery made by the individual, duct . Consequently. they have used
much of it is as bad as too little. kimos, who get a ll the vitamin D
vs. subjective. According to but upon an indoctrination of the part of the hypothetical dichotomy
·as license for a type of "Dionysian
Severe or long-term excess causes · they need from the fish-liver oils.
Roszak, most people see this individual.
chalky calcium deposits in arteries, To guard American children from
However, Roszak b'elieves that frenzy."
dichotomy as a type of ethical
health
a ut horit ies
there is a "primordial world view
However, Roszak concludes his the aorta, and in the kidneys, with rickets,
choice which has to be made.
thesis by pointing out that there are stone formation and loss of kidney recommend a daily vitamin D inHowever, the dichotomy does which dictates what reality is, and
take obtained from milk.
not truly present a real choice. For what, within that reality, is to be those in the counter culture who function.
Thus remains the question of
In northern climates, most white
example, the terms used in the held sacred."
have decided to investigate the
This primordial world view, non-intellective aspects of life by adults produce all the vitamin D why the Mongols and rela ted
dichotomy do not refer to any
definite part of the personality. which Roszak never clearly using E;istern religion, particularly they need by casual exposure of people have yellow skin. This is exAnother fact is that one can find defines, is somehow beyond words. Zen, as a tool. This technique, their face and hands to the sun, and plained by the additional keratin _
(horny material) in the outer skin
Roszak feels, is one of the best need no dietary supplement.
both good and evil in both the But there is a subliminal awareness
layers. Yet, some dermatologists
Anthropologists
believe
that
of
it
and
this
awareness
has
the
ways
of
discovering
the
primordial
rational life style and in the nonpotential of providing an in- world-view and criticizing the human beings originated in Africa. deny this, believing that Mongols'
rational life style.
near the equator. It is almost cer-· sun screen is melanin. like the
Roszak further points out that it dividual with the ability to --'d=-=ic.:.s-_ _s;;..;c;.;.ie;;..;n.;.;t.;.;if;..ic~w-'o;..r_ld;;..;-;.;,v.;.;ie;..w,;.;._ _ _ __
tain that they had black skin. Some Negros', but in smaller amounts.
because it was their belief that scientists believe that-dark skin was
People of all races have pale, unshould one of the twins die, the sur- a protection against the harsh sun . pigmented palms and soles. Since
viving one would only possess half Others think that dark skin came these parts have extra keratin and
a spirit-the dead half to return from first, and light skin evolved as a are not exposed to ultraviolet. they
the dead and bring bad omens protection against a deficiency of need no melanin protection against
upon the Ibo tribe. On the whole, vitamin D. Dark skin allows 3% to excess vitamin D synthesis.
however, Ibo Jaws are better than 36% of ultraviolet rays to pa ss,
Perhaps no single idea in the
some United States laws insofar as while light skin permits 53% to 72% modern world today is so real, so
they are equal for all the people and to pass into the skin. As primitive unchallengeable, so grounded into
they kept order among the Ibo man moved north from the actions and reactions of humanity,
(Continued.from page 7)
the judgements are delivered by the people.
equatorial region. beyond the 40th as the belief that men can be clasAs the story came to a clos,;;, parallel, he moved into a zone sified "into distinct groups called
is usually judged by his color, in- senior (oldest) Judge.
A prerequisite before the entire white
European _missionaries where black skin filtered out too races. It's not science, but precome, creed, political persuasion,
or other contrived classifications to proceedings is a mutual agreement appeared and attempted to convert much ultraviolet. Ma;, developed judice, that finds significant disseparate people into greater and between the parties in dispute to Okonkwo and the Ibo tribe to rickets. Young male hunters with tinctions between the different
lesser categories. In short, a person abide by the decision; be it Christian dogma. Thus with the darkest skin were so crippled that racial groups within the human
is more apt to receive a shorter if favorable or not. This in essence is sweeping tide ·o r western they could not keep up; the similar- species.
not suspended sentence, if he has true justice as can be seen by the . civilization a once happy
the monetary means or status in the . burning of Okonkwo's home and "primitive" people were now faced
Catholic Campus
his banishment from his village for with the systematic destruction and
community.
One common misconception in several years because of the subordination o'f their tribe as a
Community
dealfng with crime is the notion criminal crime he committed. result of racism, nunger, poverty,
that criminals are from the lower Although Okonkwo was loved by and loss of time honored values
come and share
strata of society. It may come as a almost everyone in his tribe, the which are considered pagonistic by
MASS:
surprise to learn about so-called ,, law of the land had to be enforced the church and most of its wor"hidden crime." This crime co m- for it was a sacred traditional cus- shippers.
Friday-Dec. 8-12:15 - Little Theater
mitted by the middle and upper tom of Ibo society. In other words
Sundays, 11 a.m., Whiteman Hall
class portions of society, who the Ibo's had nothing personal
Thursday
- Free Hour - Chaplains' Office
through position and influence against Okonkwo, (for after all he
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
manage to hide the record of their was a hero) but couldn't, under any
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
transgressions, and consequently a circumstances change the laws
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
PRAYER MEETING:
'greater number of people are con- because law and legal procedure
cover postage and han_dling.
have
been
of
significant
imvicted who are disadvantaged and
Fridays, 12:15. Chaplains' Office-Book Store Bldg.
WE ALSO WRITE
portance to them. In short, a percannot finagle acquital. Needless
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.
to say, this system of United States son in Ibo society' is "FRE E" to be
regarded as a complete individualj ustice is a hideous shame and a
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
travesty. Ibo society on the other equal, unique, and beautiful. One
"DROP-IN" HOURS
would be able to do whatever he
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
hand, would never permit such a
wished as long as he could not
(213) 477-8474 • 477-~93
perpetuation of injustice basically
CHAPLAINS' OFFICE
harm another individual. Thus the
because their system of verbal laws
"We need a local salesman"
Ibo's
possessed
a
society
that
are equal for all of their
Monday, 10:30.:12:00, Fr. Philip
inhabitants-even if some of their operated on the concept of natural
Tuesday, 3:00-4:00, Fr. Philip
law, an unwritten code of morality
punishments are "semi-barbaric."
Wanted:' Part-time Salesgirl
Wednesday,
10:30-11 :30, Fr. Al Berner
superior to United States legislated
For instance, Ibo laws clearly state
Livingston Tabard Pharmacy
law.
However,
with
all
these
great
Call
anytime: Ext. 2294
that a person accused of a crime be
43 South Livingston Ave.
tried by a group of Judges. After attributes Ibo laws had some flaws :
Call 992-5020 for aptnt.
the evidence is carefully presented, Ti_tey murdered twins upon birth

Notes of a Radical

Rovlng Rudy

E EE.S

TERM PAPERS

.Termpaper Research
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by Bob Travaglione
A few hard raps on the hostel's
oak door produced no response.
Was the rapping audible through
the thick barrier, or was the place
closed? I went through what
seemed to be years of anxiety,
hesitating as to whether to try
again, but fearful that my persistence might be annoying if
someone were en route to the entrance. The sounds of hands jiggling with the lock mechanism woke
me from the thoughts in my mind.
As the door slowly opened, the
profile of a lady slight in build
became visible. "Yes, may I help
you?"
"I am looking for a place to
sleep, and I have been directed to
the hostel."
The woman seemed to check me
out, and replied, "Well, we're not
open yet, but leave your pack, and
ret_urn by five, and you can check
in."

The hour was four o'clock, so I
decided that I might as well get
something to eat. M y fancy was
caught by a restaurant that had a
gigantic list of homemade pies displayed on its front doors. The meal
was quite satisfying, and I switched
my direction to backtrack to the
Salt Lake Youth Hostel.
Upon arriving, I was pleased to
find five others with luggage,
awaiting its opening. The time fled
as I became acquainted with the
other transients. The door opened,
and our weary group was ushered
into a large room containing one
desk and one you';ig fellow writing
on a faded green blotter.
"Greetings! Glad to have you.
Please sign in, and then we'll show
you to the rooms." I was bunked
into a room with a student who was
heading home to Pennsylvania. He
struck me as being very secluded
and mysterious. His head was
shaven down to its blond roots,
al'\d I . n9tjye1 that his jacket,. )1/~S

ff'('

2

•
.'f! .•
,
I

covered with sport-type letters. On
the side of his cot, he placed a blue
gym bag. Already, I had classified
him as a· jock.
John turned out to be great company; the night turned out to be a
series of political conversations,
for which he was very well-informed and seemingly involved .
Through his strapped-on black
plastic glasses, his eyes looked
enlarged and penetrating. He
seemed nervous about my presence
in the room, as he inquired, "Do
you mind if I do some exercises?" I
replied in the negative, and he shortly lowered his long body to the
floor. Up and down, he did the ,
perfectly-executed pushups for
around ten minutes. This exercise
was followed by about five other
styles of body manipulation .
John suggested that we head
downstairs to find out if there was
anything going on. We entered the
recreation room that contained a
pool table, magazines, television.
and one of those old Coke
machines that make such good
seats. John joined the others in
billiards, while I scanned through
the most recent issues of life.
Suddenly, someone learting on a
cue stick suggested, "Let's get some
beer." What a great idea, I thought,
and I quickly volunteered my services to procure the beverage. "The mission was quick, for the
gin mill V(as three houses away.
Snap, and a giant geyser of foam
leaped into the air. By unanimous
consent, we decided to watch
"High Street", a local radio station
idea, where the audience tunes in
the 11 o'clock movie, shuts down
the volume, and receives the audio
from the radio station. The
program was enjoyable; the words
almost coincided with the mouth
movement, making a usually dull
flick into a hilarious overstaged
comedy. At about two, the crew
turQed in, leavii:ig behind a trail of
:,pheq asl}tr3-~~ arid crumpled beer
1<;a,ns.

Morning arri.ved, with its strong
first rays streaming in through the
shadeless windows. I dressed with
much haste, and was soo n ready to
depart. Giving John a gentle
nudge, I extended my wishes for his
safe trip home, adding an unrealistic "See you later."
Sixth Avenue South ran right
into the interstate. In half an hour,
I was putting along a ridge
overlooking Salt Lake City, in the
back of a camper-type VW bus.
The ride ended on the border of the
Great Salt Lake Desert, where the
fellow turned into a factory parking lot.
The first signs of the coming salt
flats were very evident on the land .
The ground was composed of the
usual brown topsoil, with scattered
blotches of white salt see ping to the
surface. I felt in a lucky mood , and
this feeling turned out to be
correct. An old VW pulled up to
my hitching spot, and I was very
happy to find that the ride was all
the way to Reno. The driver was a
young fellow with headband and
full beard, on his way to visit a n old
girlfriend. We were suddenly surrounded by desert, one that did not
fit my mental picture of
desert-the post-card variety, with
the sentinel cactus looming majestically over the shrub variety of
water-holding plants. It was a
bright place, with glaring reflections from the white salt.
In a little over an hour, we arrived at the Nevada state line.
There were many restaurants and
bars, all covered with signs
welcoming visitors to the gambler's
state. The parking lots were all
jammed with trucks and cars, discouraging us from stopping for a
hamburger. We traveled onward
into the west, passing unbelievable
numbers of gambling palaces. Our
continued travel was finally halted
upon our realization that we were
very close to running out of ~etro.
The pit stop f ortuna.tely turned
(Continued on pagf )6)
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"... Virginia
Woolj?"-A
Unique
Rendition

Ballet Review:

''Clown .of God''
-Dancing on the
Edge of Madness

by Tom Haluszczak

Theater Review:
Prisoner of 2nd Ave.
by Maureen McCann
Neil Simon's "Prisoner of
Second Avenue" is an almost tragic
comedy about the trials and
tribulations of twentieth century
man, The audience might laugh as
Mel, the main character, mocks his
over-priced New York apart.ment
with the toilet that doesn't flush
and the air-conditioning that
ranges from twelve degrees in one
room to ninety in the next. They
might continue laughing as he des,cribes the stench of garbage reaching all the way up to the fourteenth
floor. If they're still laughing by the
time he becomes one of the many
unemployed "executives" and
suffers a nervous breakdown;
something's wrong. Simon has
created a comedy with a sharp
edge. A two hour look at what our
mad society is all about. The city in
it's dirty glory, the every day rat
race, the mercenary relatives, and
that mad cap robbery scene; it's all

The Union College Dramatic
Society, a company of versatile and
refreshing young actors, will
present a unique interpretation of
Edward Albee's Who's Afraid Of
Virginia Woolf?, hopefully starting
November
fifteenth
through
nineteenth, in the Campus Center
choreography and his free-form theater, Cranford. The perby Maureen McCann
The Bejart Ballet has presented a improvisational dancers. He has formance will be a revolutionary
from
conventional
tour de force depicting the life story created a Ballet form that surpasses departure
of Nijinsky, a Russian dancer the traditional and appeals to the theatrical preduction, as it is based
moved to madness by his own masses. This form is youthful, ac- on a personal interpretation of the
-troubled life style and the impen- tive, vivid, emotional, sensuous work by the faculty advisor,
professor ·Donald H. Julian.
ding horrors of World War I. The and alive. It is universal dance, the
Professor Julian seeks to develop
ballet is free-form, active, fluid and . beauty of the body and mind peralive with movement and emotion. formed to a remarkable electronic a bisexual quality in the four
It begins with the "Creation of the score by Pierre Henry and com- characters involved; hence eight
plemented
by
Tchaikovsky's actors will portray the male and
Worlct.;.' on a stage filled with
female manefestations of four
naked, faceless bodies waiting for "Pathetique Symphony". The
God and life. Out of this mass of sounds of breathing an'cl .a pulsat- complex personalities. In essence, working as a team under a profesing heart are similar to the sound
these four characters will have an sional director, a · actor and
dancers the "Clown of God" is
born. Nijinsky the chosen one of effects . in "2001". The whole per- androgynal significance, rein, playwrite. At this venture the dates
Diaghilev, the "God" and master of forma nce is a visual treat, a color- forced and contrasted by the male are tentative due to difficulties in
rehearsals,
the Russian Ballet. The creator ful reenactment of a man's tragic and female interaction in the plot, sched uling and
life, and a Celebration of life and
suggesting homosexuality, yet although we are assured that openteaches him to l.ive, to dance and to
unity. Due to the masterful direc- ing night will be no later than the
jump through hoops at his com- the dance that you can reach out
with
performances
and touch and feel. Freedom has · tion of Mr. Julian, no actor is sixteenth,
mand. Nijinsky becomes the dance,
slated
for
3:00
PM
and
7:30 PM
reache_
d
the
arts
and
stormed
the
allowed
to
lapse
into
obscurity;
all
it is his life. He is alone and the
walls of the classic ballet. See it.
are equally decisive in projecting respectively. Donation is two
second scene begins. "Earthly
the desired effect as are they in dollars; with a Union College ID,
Paradise" is created and Nijinsky is
presenting the psychologically im- one dollar. Conventional it won't
surrounded by light and images
balanced condition of fear separate be and the new ap proach to
representing the four elements:
personalities. The complexities of cha racter portrayal alone is well
Air, Earth, Water, and Fire. They
such an involved production have worth seeing; a challenging
arrive in the form of four fantastic
obviously been transcended by the intellectual experience is in the
creatures; a Faun, .a Rose, Petuse talented, conscientious actors maki ngdon't miss this one.
rouchka, and a Golden sJave. They
. by Barry Cohen
dance and gyrate across the stage
Previews for William
expressing happiness and
contentment. But Niji nsky craves Shakespeare's "Much Ado About
something more, a woman. The Nothing" recently opened at the
following two scenes show Ni- Winter Garden Theater, Broadway
jinsky tempted and confused by a at 50th. Today S hakespeare seems
parade of nymphs and whores. He to be the butt of all buddi ng minds.
is frightened and disillusio ned. They have scrubbed him, castrated
Suddenly, a beautiful ballerina him, circumsized him ... and loved
dressed in pink appears; she is pure him. A successful and welcome
and beautiful, the girl of his departure from tradition occurred
here. Elizabethan modes yielded to
dreams. ·S he becomes his wife and
dancing partner. They perform the early 20th Century dress and setting. To my dismay, the numerous
most s ubtley sensuous and
beautiful dance of the ballet. This drops in the set proved unnecessary
section of the ballet ends as the and cluttered. Continous · music
readings from his diary boom ac- fluctuated from raucous brass to
plaintive strings. The live band
ross the stage, "Her love was a feelenhanced the participatory tone of
ing of eternity. There is God in
love. I am no longer the Nijinsky of the performance, as did the throwthe Russian Ballet. I am the Ni- ing of confetti, marching up the
aisles, and the unleashing of
jir.sky of God."
balloons on an unsuspecting
The seconct_ half of the ballet is
audience. (Save a blue one for
filled with the pageant of Nijinsky's
Willie.) Daring technical insearch for love and the Divine. He
novations hardly detracted from .
is no longer in Diaghilev's graces;
the mainstream of fun and frolic.
he has been banished from the
If you held your temper over the ·
ballet .because of his' marriage.
tenfold repeat performance of
Diaghilev is a jealous God and Nikeystone cops, the acting excelled .
jinsky is forced to search for a new
Beatrice and Benedick's incessant
God. His wife,. the prima ballerina,
squabbles su'bsided into mere
is by his side but unable to
facade. Nearly anything gaes, but
ttanscend and follow him. He is the
rI
center.of a mock crucifiction with ' as Shakespeare·· hid · i't, 'serious
the tormented bodies of other ,deception loses its 1hold to comic
relief. Though caricatured and fardancers strewn before the cross. He
cical, "Much Ado" still st rikes a
witnesses
the
Grotesques ,
winning note for love and lovers.
representing all the nations of the
Captain Benedick's progressive
world, fighting and struggling
growth to a more gentit1anly,
before him. An army rushes in
humble character supercer ed the
representing the impending war.
prattling soldier.
Nijinsky is alone. Diaghilev's death
In but two hours, fluid staging,
is performed and Nijinsky is again
sardonic treatment, and continual
alone, tormented, agonized and
shifting of emotions cause a
left to seek solace only before the
rockslide of believable laughter.
cross. The last scene is called his
Excellent (?OStuming contributed
"Marriage with God'!; In a dance of
to setting the alternating tones.
pain and anger characterized~by
Nov. 26. at 7:30
Next thing you know, and they're
high leaps and confused running,
all there, waiting for an applause.
Nijinsky expresses his love and
and 11:00 pm
The nerve of some people . . . Well, concern for God and all of
All seats $3.00 with NSC ID
don't just sit there, start clapping.
humanity. He fears the horrors of
When the critic· applauds,
Two tickets per 1.0.
war and the turbulent times. He is
everybody applauds.
left to madness and symbolically is
already dead.
NOTICE
.,
The Bejart Ballet is the child of
CAREi-REPORT ANY SUSMaurice Bejart, who has toured
PICIOUS ACTIVITIES TO TH E
Europe wit h his revolutio na ry
AUTHOR ITl ES.

.

Much
Adone

there as comically real as it is. This
is New York as disturbingly funny
and absurd as our fast-paced lives.
This play is a fine piece of
situational comedy with fine acting
by Hector Elizondo, the slightly insane husband caught up in the city
blues, and Phyllis Newman, the
loyal wife who wants to escape and
buy a summer camp. These two are ,
supported by an equally vibrant
cast of sterotyped relatives. A
wealthy brother, Harry, who is
convinced that Mel can't cope with
life because he was always the
family "favorite", tries to lift lhe
family out of their nervous-breakdown-financial problems. The
three sisters who are only "trying to
do the right thing by Mel" also
present an amusing picture 9f the
type of relatives that show up for
the reading of the will after ignoring your existence for years. The
who)e cast works well together in
pointing out what upper middle
class affl uency is all a bour.
If you're looking for entertainment, this is it. A play that lets
us laugh at ourselves and our
society. The ending is less than a
surprise, but the play is active, alive
and guaranteed to make you
wonder later if it was all that funny. /
The whole point is that it takes a
sense of humor to survive and Neil
Simon's got it.
HELP!

Assista nt Lunchroom supervi sor
needed fo r Cli nton School,
Map lewood. Hours 11 :30 to 1
pm. No preparation of food.
Working with children.
763- 7110

C.C.B. PRESENTS:

THE FANTASTIC NEW RIDERS OF THE
PURPLE SAGE

AND THE INCOMPARABLE
ERIC ANDERSON

,.
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Music Review_:
At the Capitol
by Mark( Barry)Felker
At a time when so much mediocrity is being offered a nd accepted
by rock music audiences. it is ex tra
enjoyable to see and hear a group
like West - Bruce - Laing.
- Leslie West and Cork y Laing
are, bf course. from Mountain.
Jack Bruce came from that gia nt of
a musical group. Cream .
If West's s uccess with Mountain
and other equally wides pread
groups left a ny- doubt that He is
among the handful of best living
rock guitarists in the music sce ne.
then the rock connoisseur should
have been present at the Capitol
Theatre's Saturday ni ght show. An
intense solo won an ovation worthy of West's d ynamic performance.
,
Bruce is simpl y fantastic and the
fact that several problems have to
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be ironed out - namely. a sub_jective attempt to play the loudest for
the longest period of time on His
respective instrument. However. in
His case, it is excusible because is
profundly effected by the falacy of
human composition: th a t is. He is
plagued with His own egoce ntric
image as a "super-musician." a
great among the greatest.
Laing, at first. offers a more
somber approach to tjl e grou ps
hard-beat music and then bu ilds it
up to a high-voltage power-ho use. ·
His si ncerity could be fe lt in the
way He reall y gets eve rything
toget her and rocks the housedown. As the evenin g came to a
close He had the audience in a
hand-clapping,
foot-stomping
frenzy.
West, Bruce, an d Laing was
formed after Cream (Eric Cla pt o n.

Jack Bruce. & Ginger Baker) a nd ,
Mountain
( Felix
Pappalardi.
Leslie West & Corky Laing)
shocked the mu sic world by spli tting up. As individua ls the
musicians had minor successes.
However. it was not until West and
Laing jammed with Bruce that "it
didn't long before a ll three found
then;iselves di gging what they were
into that it was decided that the trio
would make tours as West - BruceLaing." The mere fact that th ey
chose to keep their na mes in the
billing probabl y allowed them to
develop _ more publ icit y as a
"s upergroup."
At the concert the gig pla yed a
beautiful combination of heavy
rock, which of course rese mbled . in
more ways than one. "MOUNTA INS OF C REAM ." T he
concert lasted for a bout three
hours and was j ust one of the ma ny
unpretentious affairs that has been
recently staged in the Capitol
Theatre.
Outside. at least a hundred kids
Leslie West
showed up that couldn't ge t a
loud volume; - the intense noise
ticket, jammed with the rest of th e ding ovation ·_ but, as usual, the
crowd. a nd tri ed to crash through superstars didn't return for an en- caused this critic to leave also .
Apparently. it seems that some
doors and fire-exits and bodies . core.
At this point in the show. a
supergroups manifest a ce rta in
Luckily. for the promoters. that is.
element of deviant within the
the security guards were well- handful of confused a nd disorienaudience who seek psychologica~
prepared for o utside crowd con- tated kids threw bottles at the stage
gratificatio ns by destroying the
and preceeded to physically tear
trol.
propert y of others rather than be• The inside story of this "un- down the house: the film screen
ing good little kids and going home
ruly"co ncert is a nother chapter in was torn and the" Pig Lite Show"
to momm y and dadd y I where they
and of itself. Most of the a udience was almost smashed into little tidbelong in the first place!
was worse than their usual ob- bits. In order to vacate th e house
Whats Up: Cellar Coffeehouse.
noxious selves. After the last set . immediately and put an end to this
Eas t Jersey Street (near
the trio conceitedl y wjlked off mass violence. promoter John
YMCA)Eliz.
F ri .
Monmouth
stage. The full-house then gave a Scher had the sta ge curtai ns closed
Illusion. , Grand Street, (near
Fifteen-minute hand-slapp1n. sta'!- a nd a record played a t a n ex tremly
YMCA) Scotch Plains, Fri. & Sat.,
Steiner's St. Cafe, 320 Monroe St..
(next to the Capitol) Passaic TuesSunda y. open from 6pm-till 2pm.

Theater Review:
~

Onstage, Backstage
by Joanne Yost
It is showtime once again at
Newark State College with a

Discovery
by Chet & Bill
Since the close of the Filmore
music is being played more and
more in clubs like Max's Ka nsas
City,
My
Father's
Place .
Bananafish Park & The Bitter End .
The basic appeal of a club is the
intimate atmosphere. seeing the
performer not more than ten feet
from your seat. Such places possess
an atmosphere where one can enjoy a concert without the hassles of
crowds and bad seats.
,,.
Following this concept of a club
The Escape Hatch has opened in
Cranford. One is able to enjoy the
best of both worlds; the large
concert hall and the intimate night
spot. This effect is accomplished by
seating and lighting arrangements
which enables one to get into the
concert any way he know how.
This type of atmosphere is also
more enjoyable to the entertainer
as the audience is more responsive
to the performance.
The next opportunity for NSC
students to take advantage of this
club will be on November 25 when

, NR BQ will appear. F uture acts include Buzzy Linhart o n the
weekend of December 8 & 9 _
-,

i
(

·' ·

veteran play of broad way, "1776."
in the spotlight at the Theatre for
the Performing Arts.
Also in the spotlight now, as they
have been for the last six weeks, are
the students who have been working in'lhe theatre at the man y jobs
that must be taken care of in order
for a performance to take place.
Every student involved witb the
production of"l776" has been responsible for more than one job.
Even the actors have worked on the
set · as well as on their lines.
Students have gone to the theatre
between classes. during classes and
at night to attend to such tasks as
painting furniture. building walls
for the set, working on lighting
procedures and / or practicing lines.
The last few days before the
show were really hectic. "We virtually eat, sleep and live together
during these days and sometimes
we even go forty-eight hours
wi th0 ut any sleep," said Joanne
Ciemniecki, a student who has
been actively involved with every
theatre production at N.S.C. for
the last four years. Dl,\_rin!? these
last days tensions do arise and
there are minor argumentsbut. "we
are like one big family," Joanne
added. _
According_to Mitch Ruf. who
pla ys John Adams in "1776," the
first thing to go when becoming involved with a play is acade mic

SECOND SMASH WEEK!

. ·

riM!i'M~t~iiUij

PAR,K 265
BLOOMFIELD
AVE ., CALDWELL
MAR/JUANA226·0678

~THEATRE }
/

V

'IIEED FROM THE DEV/~'$ GARDEN!
.

,l'O"°"'0w•'"b"9f
dur .. ot Ml'MAl"l r

l!(d

STARTING
NOV. 22
WALT
DISNEY'S

FANTASIA!

Two Gentlemen
~t· Verona
by David J. Fiore
"Two Gentleman of Verona" , a-t
the St. James Theatre, m ight have
been worthy of the "Tony" A ward
as the best musical for the '71-72
season. but now that the new
season is underway. "Two Gentlemen" seems to have lost its
touch.
Based on the Shakespeare pla y,
it combines the old English lyrics
with contemporary cliches both in
work. "For a freshman it is
especially hard and it looks like
you're lazy. but you're really just
very busy," he said.
"Why do students subject
themselves to all of this?," someone
not involved with theatre activities
may ask. The reasons vary with
each person. "lt's a chance to meet
interesting people," said Mitch
Ruf. According to Joanne Ciemniecki, it gives you a feeling of accomplishment to work hard and
get results that everyone can enjoy.
Now everyone can enjoy "1776"
and help td give those students who
worked so hard on the play their
reward by helping to fill every one
of the nine hundred seats m the
T. P.A.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING. RINGS
3,000 ring selections in all styles
at 50% disc9unt to students,
staff, and faculty. Buy direct
from leading manufacturer and
SAVE! ½ carat $179, ¾ carat only
$299. For free color folde 4 write:
Box 42, Fanwood , N.J. 0,023.

TUTORS NEEDED
MATH & READING. 1-3
ST.UDENTS
DAILY,
MALE & FEMALE. CAR
NEC~SSARY. CALL: 2336122 BETWEEN NOON
AND 6 P.M.

English and Spanish. This added
the touch of comedy but beca use of
its fast pace. much is lost as the actors ramble on to their next lines.
The plot begins with the
separation of the life-long friends
Valentine, played by Clifton Davis.
and Carlos Cestero who plays
Proteus. As the production moves
on. Proteus falls in love with Julia.
( Diana Davila) but then he too
leaves to be re-united with Valentine. Although Valentine loves
Silvia, who is Jonelle Allen. his
good friend Proteus tries to win her
heart also. What's worse 1is that
Silvia's father has pre-arranged her
marriage
to
Thurio,
Frank
O' Brien, plus she has a secret lover
on the side. In all this confusion.
Julia
arrives
pregnant
with
Proteus' baby. As the play ends,
Silvia drops her secret lover.
refuses to marryThurio. and winds
up with Valentine as Proteus is
reunited with Julia and still
remains to keep his friendship with
Valentine.
One of the few aspects worthy of
praise was the choreography.
Under the instruction of Jean
Erdman. the dance numbers were
so well blocked that not only did it
employ the use of the entire stage,
but the audience as well.
An excellent performance was
given by Frank O'Brien· who protrayed the epito111e of everything a
woman di slikes. equipped with a
sq ueak y voice. immaculate white
complexion to match his white orna mented uniform and a sweet
teachers-pet attitude.
The acting of the ot her performers was good but nothing to
remember. In fact, one might consider it just barely entertaining.
l;his might have been so because it
was noticeable the acto rs took no
pleasure in playing for a less than
half-full house due to the record
rainfall outside. 1
What was inexcusable was the
constant mistakes of a shrieking

So you leave here
for Thanksgiving Recess
Feeling GOOD Inside ...

COMMUNITY
COALITION
Presents
a free concert by

ACIREM
in the Little Theater
Wed. Nov. 22 1-4 pm

COME TOGETHER
SEE THE MUSIC

HELP US
HELP YOU

Community Coalition

trumpet player in what sounded
like one-half of an orchestra.
As much as I wanted to like
"Two Gentleman of Verona . 1 can
only say that it was just a way to kill
a stormy Wednesday evening.
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Book Review:
Black Mountain Venture
\

Disenchanted with conventional man, Robert Rauschenberg." And
methods of higher education and although many of today's comthe institutions that espoused munards and dissidents have never
them, a small group of men and heard of it, "Black Mountain, in its
women banded together in 1933 to last years, prefigured today;s
found a college in which living and emerging 'counter-culture' learning would be intertwined. The · prefigured it both in its life style of
college, located in the foothills of a loosely related tribal council, and
North Carolina, was called Black in a _Value structure that emMountain. From the beginning, it phasized honesty in human
was dedicated to two enter- interaction, distaste for an ethic of
prises-establishing a community possession and accumulation, and
in which people shared common the reserving of highest respect not
purposes_and responsibilities, and for the abstract intellect, but for
creating a chmate in which art of how it showed itself, was used and
the highest excellence might useful, in one's life."
Duberman's version of the Black
flourish. Its principal tenet was
that education should preceed Mountain story is as much the
everywhere, not only in clas- procuct of his emotional energies
srooms, but on walks, at meals, as of his meticulous scholarship.
community meetings , work Sheeding the historian's customary
protective anonymity, he lets the
programs, dances, performances.
Black Mountain lasted only reader "see who the historian is and
twenty-three yea.rs (1933-1956 ), the process by which he interacts
but its influence continues to be with the data."
In the case of Black Mountain, ·
strongly felt: much that is now considered innovative in a'rt, education the data was voluminous- I00,000
and life style was presaged by the documents from the State Archives
at Raleigh, hundreds of taped
Black Mountain experiment.
The full story of this unique ven- interviews with those who stayed
ture is related by historian and at, taught at . or studied at the
and contradictory.
playwright Martin Duberman in college BLACK MOUNTAIN: An Ex- "-Black Mountain proved a bitter •
.p lotation in Community (Dutton, experience for some, a conOctober 31). Through his animated firmation of Emerson's view that
narrative, as immediate as it is fac- 'we descend to meet'- that close
tual, Duberm'an recreates the in- human association _ compounds
tricate and poignant daily history rather than obliterates the drive
of the Black Mountaineers who toward power, aggression and
battled and blundered in their cruelty. For others Black Mounnoble attempt to find consonance tain provided a glimpse- rarely a
sustained vision- of how diversity
in their ideas and their lives.
Black Mountain was "the refuge, and commonality, the individual
in some cases the nurturing and the group, are reinforcing
than
contradictory
ground, for many of the singular, rather
shaping talents of our time: John phenomena." For Duberm n,
Cage,
Merce Cunningham, vicariously deriving his sense of
Buckminster FuJler, Willem de Black Mountain through the
Kooning, Franz · Kline, Charles primary experiences of others,
Olson, Josef Albers, Paul Good(Continued on page 16)

j

Newark State -C ollege
Mid Year Study Program
Presents

EUROPEAN
STUDY TOUR
DECEMBER 28, 1972 to JANUARY 24, 1973

3 college credits
A twenty-five day travel course designed to introduce the student to the
culture, history, and aesthetics of Europe.

$657.00
Highlights: Leave NYC on December 28 and arrive in Paris for seven days including NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY IN PARIS. Visit: Brussels, Amsterdam ,
Rotterdam, Frankfurt, The Black Forest, The Alps, Milan, Florence, Venice,
Rome, Nice, Dijon . Return home on January 24.
Price includes air transportation, transfers from Paris Airport to Hotel and
return, rail transportation, hotel accommadations and breakfast, taxes and
gratuties at all hotel , U.S. Departure Tax, and tuition.
*Veterans! You are entitled to a refund up to $225.00. Check with your VA advisor.
Application forms can be obtained from Mr. ·Ed WIHlams, Wlllls Hall Room
103.
Submit applications as soon as possible!

'
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SPONSORS PHOTO SHOW
Monday, November 27 - ·Friday, December 22,
1-N THE LITTLE G,ALLERY

OFTHESIUDENTCENTER
REQUIREMENTS:

(1) You must be a member of NSC college.. community.
I

t

(2) Any form of photographic image will be accep~ed. .
(3) Every work will be displayed, ·b ut be critical and submit only the best.
' '

(4) Material must be show readi~d; mounted, framed, etc ...
Purpose:
There are no prizes, for each piece
is a very important part of the·
.for _the enjoyment of th~ Community
photographer, and we feel
For more information Contact the
unqualified to rate the works.
Independent Office at 355-017 4
or Come to the office in the
Pictures may be sold at the display.
,
Student Center Building.
THANKS - HOPE TO HEAR FROM YOU ALL~
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 17, 1972 (FRIDAY)

-;
':

,,,,1 '

Thursdav,
16,
1972 ·
. November
.
.
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Winding Road

(Continued f rom page 5)
My education at this college has
not come from classrooms and
teachers, but from people of varying lifestyles. The Gay coalition
and encounter groups are not
special interest groups, but the
honor society that you and I belong
to is a special interest group,
sometimes discussing nothing
more than trivia.
Wake up Michael and become
part of the human race.
Harvey Jackson

Score One
for Felker
To the Editor:
Re: Barry Felker
I wo uld like to take this opportunity to give my warmest
praise to Barry Felker for the
. outstandingjob that he has done in
his Rockography and Leftees
columns. I would also like to praise
him for the abuse that he has had to
take each week fro m people writing
to the newspa per.
Altho ugh I a m not a rock fa n (I
enjoy listeni ng to classica l music), I
think that Barry has accurately
described what goes on at the
concerts. He seems to show that he
has an empathy for the feeling of
the audience. He is helping groups
which are not well known to have
some publicity which they need to
get the status of the Beatles and the
Monkees.
The Jeftees column is filled with
common sense and with ·ideas that
we should all think about so that
we can help with the problems that
exist in this world. His column is
far superior to that chauvinist femlib column or Harvey Jackson's
Hippie column, '"Notes of a
RadiCjl]."
In summation, I think the !1Ccusations against Barry Felker are
made by people who really do not
know what is happening in the
world.
Sincerely,
Tom C. Hedden

Eleven students are needed
to sit on the newly formed
Research Counci I.
It
interested in serving on this
committee or in gaining further information concerning
its functions, please contact
Lee Shepard or Steve Band
t hro u gh
t he Student
Organization Offi ce.
There are also oth er co mmittee positi o ns still
available
to
s tud e nt
representatives. Please feel
tree to inq uire.

Felker Gives
Thanks
An Open Letter To The Students:
The writers of " ROCKOGRAPHY" would like to take
this opportunity to extend our
sincere thanks to those students on
the Independent staff that are responsible for devoting their
precious time and energy to
manually type and proofread .our
articles. Due to the fact we are
constantly involved in interviewing
or observing musicans in the
wonderful world of music, we a re
usually unable to make use of a
typewriter. However, we are a ble
to deliver the "rough-draft" ha ndwritten. Nevertheless, if weren' t fo r
these sympathetic and understa nding "dolls" it would be ext remely
difficult - may be imp ro bable to grind-out fut ure copies of this
column in the weeks to come;
es peciall y in light of mid-term exams. Once agai n we wo uld like to
thank yo u all for any fu ture
courtesies extended. All power to
the PR ESS a nd the PEOPLE that
are res ponsibl e fo r a llowing us to
use it fo r voicing our opinions.
Their devoted a nd most appreciative
CO-Workers,
Barry Felker
Bob Groul
and the recording artists and
promotional
companys we represent.

Russ Woody will be on campus Thursday, Dec. 7th, (V.E.
room 303) at 3:30, for a
demonstration
and
discussion of Acrylic Paint. Mr.
Woody is a well known
painter and Lecturer. He is
most knowledgeable in the
use of Acrylics, and will be
available tor a question-andanswer session after the
demonstration.
Topic: A NEW SENSE OF
COLOR IN POLYMERS:
MODULAR COLORS
All students and faculty
interested in this discussion
and demonstration will be
welcome. For add itional information please feel tree to
contact Pearl Greenberg,
Prof. , F.A. Dept.
Ti me: 3: 30-5: 30, 12/7/72 V.E.
rm. 303

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
ADVISORY SERVICE

Complete Educational Research Material,
paper-backs (new & used), Monarch &
Cliffs notes also·available
Office hours: Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat. 10-4
Evenings will be posted.

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
$10- tor 1 week
$20- tor 1 month
$30- for 2 months
'

Manuals

for it was the fi rst BMW to offe r a
ride. T he car, sma ll in size. seemed
to chug along with unbelieva ble
speed. The velocity didn't di sturb
its sure-footed ha ndling: T he pilot
in this vehicle had an air of professionalism about him. He wore a
cap of herring-bone design, o ne
like you'd imagine the chauffeur of
a Rolls to dis play. He was a un iversity professor, with a name of importance- Roderick McDonald .
His dress was of the old school : full
suit of wool, and skinn y necktie
perfectly knotted around his neck.
He spoke slowl y and with m'uch
thought, questioning me on experiences and people of the road.
The dialogue was refreshing and

Black Mtn. (Co ntinued.from page 14)
Black Mountain re vealed a fa scinating, if unwield y, di versity of
experience.
BLACK MO UNT AI N is a
pai nstaking expl oratio n of that
diversity and of the a uthor's reactio n to,.. interaction wit h, it. Duberma n recou nts not only the hopes
and achievements that marked
Black Mountain, but also the factio nalism and sca nda ls that
debilitated it. Personalities always
shaped the directio n , of Black
Mountai n. D ube rma n brings to
life the dominant figures of J ohn
Andrew Rice and C harles Olson,
the key forces, res pectively, in
Black• Mountain's first and fi nal
years. There are also memorable
portraits of the famous individua ls
who created Black Mountain's
aura of originality and flamboyance and of the many men and
women, judged anonymous by
standard measures of achievement,
who lived and worked at the
college.
Although Duberman was never
at Black Mountain, his is a key
presence in this history. All history
conceals a viewpoint. In BLACK
MOUNTAIN Duberman reveals
his. It is implicit in his choice of
materials, explicit in the candid
commentary which runs through
his historical discourse. Duberman

contends that he has attempted to
write a book about the impact of
Black Mountain on him, to bring
himself to the to pic wit hout making himself the topic. In effecting
th is ra re and delicate bala nce, he
has reasserted the power and
usefullness of history.
MA RT IN DU BERM AN 1s Disti nguished Service Professor of
History at Lehman College, City
University of New York. He was
born in New York City and
received his B.A. fro m Ya le and his
M.A. a nd Ph.D . fro m Harva rd. In
197 1 he received a prize from the
National Academy of Arts a nd
Letters fo r his contributions to
literature. He is the a uthor of
Charles Francis Adams, 18071886, which was awarded the Bancroft Prize in 1962, and James
Russell Lowell, which was
nominated for the National Book
Award in 1966. His documentary
play, In White America, won the
1963-1964 Vernon Rice-Drama
Dest Award.
BLACK MOUNTAJN: An Exploration in Community
by Martin Duberman
527 pages - $12.95
Illustrated with 32 pages of black
and white photographs
Notes
Index
Publication date: October 3 1, 1972

$5- for 1 week
$10- for 1 month
$20- for 2 months

LoA/-t ~
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It's not

somebody else's headache

• •

Why buy somebody else's headache in a used car,
when you can have a brand new Honda sedan for so
little? Gets up to 50 mpg. and carries a 12-month or
12,000 mile guarantee. You'll really save money.
Truly the most economical car in America today.

HONDA
SEDAN

&

2 Sylvan St. Suite 5
Rutherford, N. J. 07070
call (201) 933-6117

Electrics

(Co ntinued f rom page 9)
out to contai n a d iner, for my
appetite was enormous. I was willing to gi ve up the ride if Guy didn' t
have the time to eat. The ha mburgers actuall y hurt going do wn,
for it seemed like my fo od tube had
shriveled to the size of a straw from
lack of use. Guy admitted tha t he
really had· been hungry, a nd
proclaimed that the chow gave him
more energy to drive onward. Past
Elko, and, fjnall y, into Reno. I was
deposited in the parking lot of a
Sambo's restaurant. The time was
now four-thirt y, and I rea lly ·
wanted to get out of Nevada, with
its monotonous scenery and
parasitic businesses.
The next lift was a different one,

relaxi ng, and whe n the time ca me
to remove my carcass fr om the luxurious bucket seat, it was do ne with
much relucta nce a nd a great sense
of loss.
The place was Lake Tahoe,
California. I had passed unawa re
into this much publicized. gl o rified
state's boundary. I was a little sad.
for I had wanted the arriva l to be
more of an event that would
remain in my mind as a great accomplishment. Maybe a picture by
the welcome sign, or so me
souvenir, of what I thought was a
noteworthy event.
When hitching, it is alwa ys a
good practice to only head into
areas where it will be easy to obtain
a ride out. For this reason. I did not
head around the lake, but rather
sacked out along a rushing river
that flows into the Tahoe Lake.
Throughout the dark hours. I was
awakened by what, I hope, were
chipmunks scurrying over my
sleeping bag.

P.O. E.

CAllfOINIA .I:NGH COUPES & Gf SIOANS IN SfOQ(I

Unwanted pregnancy
can steal the magic from
moments like these and
rob yo11r tomorrows of love.
0 O

Wme1a-,

Emko Foam offers you the contraceptive pro tectio n and peace of
m ind you want and need for your
todays and tomorrows.
D eveloped wi th your needs in
mind. No hormones that migh t
disturb your body system or affect
your gene ral health a nd wellbei,ng. Feminine. D ainty. Gentle.
N atural. (Neither of you will be
aware of its presence.)
Use o nl y w he n pr o tectio n is
needed. Appl ied in seconds ; effective immediately. Backed by over
ten years of clinical resting and
use by millions of women.
AT DRUGSTORES.
WITHOUT PRESCRIPTION.

EMKO .. . FIRST IN FOAM
.. . TWO WAYS
REGULAR,

. . . . . . BRIGGS HONDA

with tbt

11ppli<11tor
that is

166 MAIN STREET, SOUTH AMBOY

filled
al lime

of use.

PRE-FIL,
with the

applicator
t hat ran

be filled
up to
one
week in
advanre.
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By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Fastened Together
8. Periods of Luck
15. End of Saying
16. Snood
17. "Lady_ Good"
18. Mop
19. Judge
20. Adjectival Suffix
22. Rigorous
24. Palm Drink
25. Spring
27. Sets Dog Upon
28. Victory
29. Sex Expert Havelock _ _
Jl. French Condiment
J2. Metallic Sound
J4. Influence
J6. Replenish Battery
JB. Lion's Noise
40. Litigation
41. Careful
45. West Point Freshmen

49. Foreigner
50. Extinct Bird
52. Foolish
53• Sick
54. Murders
56. Slant
57. Ridge of Sand
59. Make Beloved
61. Illuminated
62. Paid No Attention to
64. Scottish Kiss
66. Six
67. Every (2 wds.)
68. Surfing Peat (2 wds.)
70. Thin
.
71. Driving Aw~y

~
1. Celebration

2. By _ _ 1Alone

J. Brightness

4.
5.
6.
7.

Greek Letter (pl.)
Pulls
Political Regions (Fr.)
Scattered Remains
8. Metal Restrainers
9. Pruit Pies
10. Teas·e
11'. Island Country (Poet.)
12. Peace-loving
lJ. Retaining
14. Peculiar
21. _
Nelson
2J. Cold Drink
26. Perforate
JO. Hold in Contempt
32. Mexican Food
JJ. Hidden
JS. Scottish Digit
37. Drinking Container
39. Aid to Recollection
41. Creameries
42. Unlawful
4J. Quiet
44. Related
46. Empty Boat or Water
47. Make Interesting
48. Bac,kground
51. Hebrew Letter (pl.)
54. N.H. Resort City
55•~ Wife or Abraham
58. Dry Wind• Var.
60. Gambling Resort
6J. Stick
65. Self
69. Note of Scale

0

" / see 1..e 're down ro rhe T1,·enrierh Cenrury . "

...
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AND SO 12ED RIDl..iG 0000
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TO SE€ CX)U.z..~l,lD€,AR,•
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\
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WITH • CRIED "™E
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6Ul' JOST TI-IEN AN
U~ROPULOUS WAPPER
I-IAPPENED BY.

\
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\
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Who writes
this
stu"' i?

Obvioosl~,

a naturalist.
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Chi~Topples _Bush
by Al Ulozos
Sigma Theta Chi rolled to its
third straight victory in the f1ag
football league by pounding Bush
45-7. Cht opened the scoring on a
drive that er;ided with Jack Garry
pulling down a 20 yard pass from
Jeff Celi. The PAT was good on a
pass from Bill Rogers to Jack Garry. Bush countered with an 80 yard
run by their halfback, the point
after was good. Chi finished out the
first half with two more scores, one
a three yard run by· Jeff Celi, the
other on a 25 yard pass to Stan
Vitale. Once again Bill Rogers hit
Jack Garry for the point after. The
half ended with the score. Chi 20.
Bush 7.
As the second began Chi's
defense was responsible for the

next score when John ·-rso.mas
picked off an option pass and rambled 35 yards for the score. The
point after was.good on a pass from
Rogers to Ed Drocz.
The fourth quarter was all Chi as
Bill Rogers swept right end on
touchdown runs of 5 and 50 yards.
The final score of the game came
on a pass to ~swivel hips" Mandato
who used a great twisting run to
produce the score.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
An d Their Im mediate Families
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8 days & 7 nights
in the
"Jewel of the Caribbean"
at fabulous
Montego Bay
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BABYSITTING
Mrs. Terna Javerbaum
22 Colonial Terrace
Maplewood
762-5757
DAYS & HRS: at least 1 full day,
flexible hrs, about 20 hrs. a week
SALARY: open
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G~ving_ the
E~viroriment ·Priority
President Nixon's veto of the $24
_billion water pollution bill on the
grounds that
such need less
overspending by Congress could
lead only to further inflation and
higher taxes indicatei that.ecology
spending is often a matter of
priorities. WHY DO WE ~7-ILL
HAVE AN
ECOLOGICAL
CRISIS? edited by Terrv R.
Armstrong elucidates some of
man's priorities that have outranked his concern for ecology and
offers ways to help save our ~arth.
"We must choose," Edmund S.
Muskie maintains, "-a space
shuttle or a clean - Lake
Michigan-an ABM or clear skies.
4

~

"Can homocentric man accept
nature's reality?" Terry R.
Armstrong asks. In his answer
J ero me T. Frank points to the free
enterpri se system that made selffulfi llment man's priority a nd
placed social responsibility second.
He feels tbat under toda y's co nditio ns, man is committing aggressio n agai nst his fellow men ~ hen he
produces a third child or drives his
auto to work instead of ta king a
bus. Living under the "illusio n of
progress without a price," ma n
may be leaving his descendants a n

JOB _LIST

•An ....... tipllftd . . ..

wll TRANS INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
(certificated supplemental carrier)

(Continued from page 1)
forth. The following demands were
accepted as follows:
_
I. Students want financial
records and 1nventory of the snack
bar examined to determine the
amount of money made in excess
of the original food item prices as
stipulated in the contract since
September.
2. After the preceeding is
fulfilled the prices of food shall be
brought back to the original contract agreement, with the following
stipulations:
A) Hamburgers remain at 40ct
B) Pretzels at IOct
C) Lettuce and tomatoes at 5ct
extra
'D) Coffee to be I Oct
E) F.ruit · cup to be !Oct
F) Eggs !Oct each
G) Milk pri ce scale IOct 20ct 30ct
3. Weekly checks beginning
November 13 to insure that all contractual agreements are being
honored, to protect students from
overpriced a nd bad qua lity foo d
and to keep the college commun ity
informed on future breeches of
contract.

For Week of November 13, 1972

---

January 14, 1973
NY, Kennedy Airport

Services
Bow to
Demands·

flitht , fint<l. . meals and beiwer• _..

• 7 n...,twt the -,atk,nal Holiday Inn in Montafo S.Vml80-a-dey room,.
• FuN Amwian brNkfat .,.,.,, momina.
• Gala rum _lu .. party,
• 5 flbuklu• d..._., indudine an Wand luau and a Pffl'•

Departure Date:
Departure City:

Thursday, November 16, 1972

INDEP-ENDEN.T

i

i
i-

iMJN tpaee. R~•tionl limilld. R - .,__, on doubM occupancy. Sine'e r•WI $75 Mfditk>nat.

l50 ..._

DRUG CLERK AND DRIVER
Galloping Hills Drugs
Galloping Hill Shopping Center
Union
call Mr. Lerner at 687-6242
DAYS & HRS. 8:30 to 4:30
or 8:30 to 5:00
SALARY: $1.75 / hr.

·------------------------------------- ------- ---------

\WE'RE OPEN 24 H ·R s. A DAY.
COME AND VISIT , US!

I

11 •

370 Morris Ave.
Elizabeth
To your home from ours.
Fresh every four hours.

TEMPORARY CLERK TYPIST
35 hrs a week (9 am to 5 pm)
$119.03 a week.
PART TIME CLERK
Must type 30 words per minute,

$2.97 / hr.
( approx. $15 week), flexible hours.
Sealand Service
.
Port Newark beside Newark Air-

port
call Mrs. Young at 289-6000, ext.
201

GENERAL OFFICE WORK
(Light Bookkeeping)
Supply House
Rt. 22
Springfield
call Mrs. Burak at 731-4582
DAYS & HRS: 2 or 3 afternoons
oi:,. 2 or 3 morning~ ( 12 hours a
week)
SALARY: to be discussed

impossibly large bill.
"With industry greedy for profits
and a society greedy for gadgets.
we are squandering and destroying
the resources of our planet." Lord
Ritchie-Calder o.bserves. When
state agencies for pollution control
are controlled by the major polluting industries, special interests
predominate. Arnold W. Reitze.
Jr., finds the situation in pollution
control analogous to a "criminal
Jaw system in which the trial judges
were selected by the inmates of the
Federal prisons from among their
numbers."
If the ecological crisis could have
been arrested by commitment and
money alone, by now we would
have begun to solve the problem,
Terry R. Armstrong contends. The
pro bl em has been recogni zed. but
the ri ght q uestio ns a re not being
asked. The a nswers to WH Y DO
W E ST I LL HAV E AN
ECOLOGICA L C RI S IS? should
motivate society to place higher
priority on h uma ne treatmen t to
men a nd t he environment.

* * *has served as
Terry R. Armstrong
Consulta nt to the Peace Corps in
Washington, D. C. and has lectured
on Cooperative Development at
the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. John Martin or Mr. Irwin
Spiegle
N.J . Employment Service
East Jersey Street
Elizabeth
352-8360
20 Part Time Jobs for Shipping &
Receiving

Nights and Saturday and Sunday
$1.75 to $2.25 / hr (according to
experience)
20 Full Time Jobs for Shipping &
Receiving
Company located in downtown
Newark
10 p.m. to 7 a.m., $2.25 / hr.
40 Full Time Jobs- Cashiers, experience
preferred, full time until
Christmas
Hours to be discussed, $2.25 / hr.
All positions ari:: open for
immediate placement.

(Continued on page 19)

ATTENTION!
ALL ROAD RUNNERS
WIN A BIRD
INTRAMURAL
1 . Turkey Trot-Tuesday,
November 21st, 1972.
2. 3:15 p.m.: Women's Race; 3:30
p.m.: Men's, Race . .
3. Length of Racz: 1½ to 2 miles.
4.
Prizes:
FIRST-Turkey;
SECOND-Duck; THIRD-Chicken;
FOURTH-Cornish Hen. 5. Rain Date: ·wednesday,
November 22nd.
6. Open to Students, Faculty, and
Staff.
7. Sign up-Townsend 110.
(There must be 5 runners to have a
race.)
. 8. Start getting in shape! See you
Ntjvember 2·1 st. The race begins
-near the. road bridge-between
Townsend and the Campus School.
... ,BE ON TIME!

~

Thursday, November 16, 1972

INDEPENDENT

NSC Squires Lose
I

, to Peter's, 18-19
Well gang we lost again. In a
game that should have been a sure
victory, the Squires found a way to
lose the fourth in a row. 18-9 to St.
Peters College (2-6). Thus ou r
record now is 2 wins and 5 losses
with only one ga me to pla y. The
Squires came into this ga me with
hopes of a .500 seaso n average.
Figuring to win this game and to
win again next week against Trenton our record could have been a
respectable 4-4. Now; well you
don't have to be a math major to
see that that dream isan impossible
feat.
The Squires only penetrated St.
Peter's 35 _yard line 3times during
the game in the first period of play
Bill Crilley attempted a 33 yard FG

JOB UST
(Contin uedfrom page 18)
WAITRESSES. WAITERS, BAR
TENDERS. ETC.
TAI
Suite 700 Suburban Plaza
141 Harrison Street Orange
call Miss McBride at 6 72-4603
SALARY: open
GE ERAL
OFFICE-CLERICAL WORK
(filing, bookkeeping. light typing,
calling
on phone)
Fair Burglar Alarm Co.
1520 Rt. 22 Union
call Mrs. Zinkerman at 964-0800
SALARY: open to discussion
Part or Full time; hours flexible .
DISPLAYING
JEWELRY£WRITING

UP

ORDERS, ETC.

Mr. Paul Rothstein
740 Sansom St.. Philadelphia.
Penn. 19/06
Mr. Rothstein is working in the
Union County
area (within a 16 - 20 mile radius)
PART TIME (hrs. to be arranged)
Evening student preferred or
someone who can
work day hours.
SALARY: $2.00 to )2.50/ hr. and
up.

but came up short. Ron Brown
opened the scoring with a spectacular 80 yard punt return. but
this effort was equalled by St.
Peters who se nt Bob Krol o n a
great 56 ya rd gallop in the third
period that tied the score at 6-6 as
both PATs were missed . Then the
Squires began to move the ball
with some fine runs by Tom
DiaGocomo and Jim Wilder. After
driving to the Peter's 5 yard line
Crilley kicked a 23 ya rd FG making the score 9-6 in favor of the
Squires. But it wasn't enough as
Peter's struck back with a 36 yard
TD pass from Mike Curran to Bill
Lommel. In the fourth period with
the score 12-6 in favor of the
peacocks two costly mistakes put
the game out of reach for the
Squires. After the kickoff Squire
Qb Mike Shern was immediately
intercepted giving the Peter's team
excellent field position . However
the Squires defense forced a fumble
and Joel Henson recovered at the
Newark 12 yard line tind we had
another chance. On the next play
Shern tried to pass again and again
he was intercepted. this time for a
20 yard t1;>uchdown run by a Peter's
back that. made it 18-9. But the
team refused to quit and drove the
length of the field on some nice
pass plays. On the Peter's 4 ya rd
line Shern called on DiGiacomo
who slammed into the left side picking up 3 ya rds to the one ya rd ·
mark. Once again Shern called on
Tommy to run the ball but he was
stopped forno gain. On third down
Tom was thrown for a Three ya rd
loss as the Peacocks keyed his
every move making it fourth down.
Shem then went to Jimmy Wilder
who circled the right side for the
score, but a procedure penalty
against the Squires moved the ball
back to the 8 yard line. On the next
play Shern dropped back to pass
but was forced out of bounds as
time ran out. The final read St.
Peter's 18 Newark State 9.
Newark State's offense. led by
Quarterback Mike Shernjailed to
cross the goal li~e and one seems to

... .
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from the Pi lg rims
on the Independent.

'

(Next issue: November 30th- ~
we want a vacation .too!)
s

FREE _KITTENS
2 bl~ck & white
2 black
( 3 females, 1 male)
399-4866

T
R

PLACE

EVENT

Monday, November 20th
11 :00 a.m.
Board of Trustees Meeting
2:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m. N.J . Assoc. of Undergraduate
Social Workers
4:30 p. m.
'Public Session / Bd . of Trustees
To Be AnnouncedThe Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship Fund Comm.
1
Presents The Arts of
Mr. William Johnathan

.. .

"Dance-Theatre
of Harlem"

I•

CONCERNED

DATE

Dance Committee C.C.B.
Presents

on Nov. -28 at 8:00
..
in the Theatre for
the Performing Arts.
FREE WITH I. D.

wonder why? This seems to be the
Squires' worst problem all year. no
offensive consistency a nd no more
than one touchdown per ga me. (except against Western Connecticut
when we managed to score 3 fo r
reserve Qb C harl ie Behm) This
reporter asked severa l of our
players what they thought was the
problem. After several " l don't
know's and a few no comments one
of the players said" Man . we practice so many plays but when we're
in the game we don't even use half
of them." Halfback Jim Wilder
also felt that the plays being used
were a big factor. "well I'll tell you"
said Jim "first of all I agree th\_lt
Mike Isn't using enough of the
plays, but when you can't move ten
yards and pick up the first down
with any consistency you don't
have very many opportunities to
vary your attack . We've been relying too much on our defense. Our
offense is in for three downs and a
punt. Then of course we're always
being hurt by costl y turnovers.
After that guy scored with the
interception in the last quarter it
broke our backs. put us 9 points
behind with four minutes to play.
When asked wh y the offense wasn't
moving Jim replied. "for most run ning plays to work it takes a total
team effo rt. In order to achieve
that the player must first have confidence that it can go. Sometimes
Mike instills this confidence in us
and we reall y look good but not
nearl y often enough. And ma ybe I
shouldn't say this but 1 feel our
coaches are more interested in trying to be 'fair' with the players than
winning because I know I should ·
be carrying the ball more than· 7
times a game."

Tuesday, November 21st
9:30a.m. - l l:30a.m. EVE Mini-Course
9:30a.m. - 12noonN.J. State Task Force
Divisional Meeting
12 noon- 2:20 p.m.Student Personnel Meeting
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m. Ed . Arts and Systems
1:40 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.Jewish Community on
_
Campus Meeting
3:00 p.m. -4:30 p.m. Reception for George Gallup
1:40 p.m. -3:05 p.rii.Townsend Lecture Presents:
George Gallup
3:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.Arts and Sciences
Curr. Comm. Mtg.
7:00 p.m. - l0:00 p.m. Purchasing Management Assoc. of
New Jersey Conference
Wednesday, November 22nd
8:00a.m. -4:00 p.m.Blood Bank
5:00p.m. -7:30p.m. Human Relations Lab / Dr. Zito
Thursday, November 23rd
Every _
1:40 p.m. -3:00 p.m.Cuban Comm .
THANKSGIVING RECESS
Friday, November 24th
THANKSGIVING RECESS
Saturday, November 25th
Sunday, November 26th

· Formal Lounge
Formal Lounge
Room A. Downs
The Browsing
Room. Lounge

Formal Lounge
Room A. Downs
i•

Room 8, Downs
W-l01

Formal Lounge
TPA
Room B. Downs
Room A. Downs

T.V. Lounge
Formal Lounge

W-300

